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ABSTRACT
Technology advancement in the area of IC design allows billions of transistors to be on
a single chip, which allows the developments of the modern days’ chip multiprocessors
with larger core counts (in range of 100 cores or more). The increased core count in a
chip multiprocessor urges the necessity of the high bandwidth memory, and high-speed
on-chip interconnects. To fulfill the needs of the chip multiprocessors, many future
generations on-chip interconnects as well as memory designs have been proposed.
Once the chip multiprocessor is fabricated, we need to use it efficiently. Therefore, to utilize the capabilities of the chip multiprocessors and get the best possible
performance, application mapping emerged as a prominent area in the domain of
chip multiprocessor research. In the past, application mapping on to the chip multiprocessors has mainly considered the task to core mapping, and not the data to
memories, as on-chip memory was smaller (in megabytes). However, for the current
as well as future generation chip multiprocessors where modern network-on-chip organizations and 3D-stacked memories have been proposed, investigating the impact of
the application mapping and associated data placement becomes crucial. Therefore,
this thesis proposes the techniques to efficiently map the applications on to the chipmultiprocessors considering the different current as well as future architectural design
variations of the chip multiprocessor systems to improve the system performances.
This thesis takes a bottom-up approach and presents its first contribution to laid
a foundation of the application mapping, and the conclusions arrived from this are
used in the next contributions of this thesis. In the first contribution, a static profile
based multi-threaded application mapping has been performed for the 3D-stacked
DRAM memory based chip multiprocessor, where we consider the task to core mapping and virtual page to memory mapping techniques to improve the performance.
This contribution considers the on-chip communication cost as the performance metric while evaluating the proposed techniques. Experiments show that the overall onchip communication cost reduction due to the page mapping is significantly higher
as compared to the reduction due to the task mapping. Moreover, virtual page to
memory and task to core mapping reduces overall on-chip communication cost up to
86% (average 56%) and 26% (average 12%) respectively.
The conclusion of the first contribution along with the facts (a) task migration is
a costlier operation and (b) most of the application shows phase-wise behavior at the
run-time, motivated us to propose a self-adaptive run-time page mapping technique

as the second contribution of this thesis. Further, in the second contribution, we have
performed a comparison between the proposed method along with an auxiliary SRAM
buffer and a recent state-of-art work. Our experimental result shows that the proposed
method can be an alternative way to use the 3D-stacked DRAM memory for current
as well as future chip multiprocessors systems. The proposed self-adaptive run-time
page mapping alone shows the communication cost reduction up to a maximum of
80% and an average of about 40% as compared to the base case method. Further,
our self-adaptive run-time page mapping together with the SRAM mapping buffer
outperforms the base-case by an average of 48% in terms of overall execution time.
Also, most importantly, the adaptive run-time mapping with the SRAM mapping
buffer shows a performance improvement by an average of 40% (in terms of overall
execution time) when compared with state-of-art work where 3D-stacked DRAM used
as a coherent cache with temporal SRAM buffer.
In the third contribution, considering the 3D-stacked DRAM-PCM hybrid memory as a viable alternative of the 3D-stacked DRAM memory, we have proposed an
access-aware self-adaptive run-time page mapping for the 3D-stacked hybrid DRAMPCM memory based target chip multiprocessor system. Our technique minimizes the
DRAM refresh related power consumption by performing a simple DRAM accessaware page placement between DRAM and PCM of the hybrid memory slice. Further,
it uses the DRAM row access information and performs an access-aware self-adaptive
page mapping for the optimized page placement between the different hybrid memory
modules of the 3D-stacked hybrid memory. Our proposed approach performs similar
or better in terms of the execution time and reduces the energy consumption due to
the DRAM refresh by an average of 51% as compared to the base case.
In the fourth and final contribution, we perform the trade-off analysis between
the performance and cache size of the chip multiprocessor system while utilizing
the benefits of the high-end optical interconnects, 3D-stacked DRAM memory and
a self-adaptive run-time page mapping (as proposed in the second contribution). In
this contribution, we found that for a fixed chip multiprocessor die size, reducing the
cache size per core increases the on-chip communication cost and decreases the system
instruction per cycle. However, the chip multiprocessor performance degradation due
to the reduction in cache size per core can be nullified with the use of an efficient
hybrid interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and self-adaptive runtime page mapping.
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1
Introduction
In 1971, Intel has launched the first general-purpose programmable processor 4004

in the market with an advertisement in the November 15, 1971, issue of Electronic
News: “Announcing A New Era In Integrated Electronics”. In 1971, the Intel 4004
processor had 2,300 transistors; and by 2010, an Intel Core processor with a 32 nm
processing die held 560 million transistors within it [3].
Advancement in the integrated circuit (IC) fabrication technology have increased
the transistor count significantly by fixing the processor size almost constant. Thermal
losses occur when we put several billions of transistors together on a small area and
switching them on and off again at several billion times per second speed. The faster
we switch the transistors, the more heat generates and hence the thermal losses.
Another drawback of the increased clock speed to switch the transistor on/off is that
processor needs more voltage to work, and there exists a cubic dependency between
the clock speed and the power consumption. Therefore, due to these significant
problems, the processor clock speed became almost stagnant after reaching a specific
value.
Techniques such as parallel processing, data-level parallelism, and instructionlevel parallelism have been evolved and proven to be very effective to improve the
performance and address the issue of power consumption [45]. Multi-core processor
or chip multiprocessor (CMP) utilizes the parallelism to improve the performance and
addresses the major challenges such as power efficiency and heat dissipation. These
advantages are due to the fact that CMPs are constructed using simpler processors
having lower voltage and frequency [84]. Moreover, the advancement across many
1
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application domains, including network, embedded, and graphics domain requires a
higher number of cores in the system to improve the performance. Olukotun et al. in
[84], have also mentioned the reason to build the CMP system as,
“The motivation for building a single-chip multiprocessor comes from two
sources; there are a technology push and an application pull.”
Following this notion, in this thesis, we consider some modern paradigms under
the umbrella of the CMP system. Moreover, for pedagogical reasons, we briefly discuss the current and future generation CMP system; and introduce multi-threaded
applications and their general behavior in the following section 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.

1.1

Chip Multiprocessor

During the past few years, there is enormous growth in the complexity of the multicore processor or CMP system implementation [115, 83, 54, 12]. Several industry
vendors have started producing CMP at commercial levels, for example, Intel’s core
processors, Intel’s Xeon Phi Knight Landing [107], Tilera’s TILE64 [12], Qualcomm’s
mobile processors [4], AMD’s Ryzen processor [1]. Traditionally, the design space
exploration for CMP has focused on the computational aspects of the processing cores.
However, as the number of cores on the CMP is increasing to fulfill the applications
performance demand, consideration of the communication architecture and on-chip
memory beyond the processor computational aspect became important parameters.
Initially when the number of cores on a CMP was small (< 10), the traditional
design with small SRAM based cache (in MBs) and bus-based (or point-to-point)
network has performed well. However, in the many-core era, as the number of cores
residing on a CMP system is increasing rapidly, the performance of the system is
getting limited by many architectural constraints and resource management techniques. In [100], Rogers et al. have found that off-chip memory bandwidth can
severely restrict the core count of the CMP and thereby reduces the performance.
Also, technology scaling in the CMP can cause unpredictable delays and high power
consumption due to the in-efficient on-chip interconnection [50]. Researches have
identified that network interconnect latency overhead is about 60% to 75% of the
overall miss latency [102]; along with the power consumption of about 40% [38] of
2
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the overall power consumption. Therefore, the CMP system is also urging the necessity of the low-latency, low-power, and high bandwidth on-chip interconnects or
network-on-chip (NOC) [33].

1.1.1

3D-stacked On-chip DRAM Memory

In large CMPs (where the number of cores inside the chip is >10), the on-chip memory
bandwidth requirement is very high. In [100], their study shows that on-chip memory
(cache) size needs to grow much faster than the number of cores to compensate for
the limited off-chip bandwidth. Feasible and cost-effective 3D fabrication technology
prompted the researchers to integrate the future CMP systems with the architectures
composed of the heterogeneous technologies. In the 3D chip design, layers fabricated
using different techniques can be stacked over each other. It allows us to stack DRAM
memory, non-volatile memories (NVM) (including phase-change memory, magnetic
random access memories, etc.), and optical layer on top of the chip in 3D-stacked
manner [20, 112, 126].
In the modern CMP system, to address the system bandwidth and performance
demand, 3D-stacked DRAM memory is considered as a reassuring candidate [69,
55, 30]. 3D-stacked DRAM memory having through-silicon-vias (TSVs) provides
higher bandwidth on-chip memory as well as a wide range of design flexibility to the
CMP systems. Logic process RAM (LPRAM) design uses the same process, which
is used to fabricate the processor or logic die. Stacking memory (or cache) on top
of a multi-core die made feasible using Logic process RAM design. Examples of
such systems are Blue Gene/L supercomputer and graphics synthesizer unit of Sony
PlayStation2 which uses on-chip embedded DRAM multiprocessor. As reported in
[67, 40, 69], placing DRAM main memory on top of the processor using 3D fabrication
technologies (that is 3D-stacked memories) shows an impressive performance benefit
up to 92%. Recently, Intel has developed Multi-Channel DRAM (MCDRAM), a 3Dstacked DRAM memory which is having ≈ 4× more bandwidth as compared to the
DDR4 [2].

1.1.2

3D-stacked On-chip Hybrid DRAM-NVRAM Memory

Although the 3D-stacked DRAM memory has various advantages, its power consumption is rapidly growing with the capacity increase. DRAM memory consumes 20% to
3
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40% of the overall system power [66, 111]. Liu et al. in [68] have shown that power
consumption due to the DRAM refreshes is projected to reach up to the 50% of the
overall DRAM power consumption. Many previous studies have proposed techniques
to reduce power consumption incurred due to the DRAM refresh operation [44, 6, 81].
To tackle the DRAM refresh power overhead associated with the larger size
DRAM, phase change memory (PCM) has been explored as an alternative to the
DRAM [129, 99, 97, 116]. Phase change memory (PCM) has better scalability (or
higher density) and lower leakage energy as compared to the DRAM memory. Despite
many advantages, PCM has some drawbacks as compared to the DRAM memory, for
example, higher read/write latency and lower write endurance.
Therefore, hybrid memory designed using DRAM and PCM has been proposed
as a potential solution, to take the benefits such as high capacity, lower power and
better performance from both the technologies [64, 124, 126, 96]. Researchers in
[64, 124] have studied the hybrid memory where DRAM works as a cache for the
PCM. Whereas, in [126, 96] researchers have used DRAM and PCM components of
the hybrid memory as two separate memories, and they can be accessed in parallel
while holding a portion of the data.

1.1.3

Network-On-Chip

To fulfill the present and future demand for modular and scalable communication
architectures of many-core system, NOC has emerged as a viable alternative [13].
In the NOC, communication between the cores happens using an underlying fabric
of routers connected in some of the network topologies. Each core is connected to
a router and conventional data signal exchanges between cores is replaced by message passing through network router fabric. Using a network to replace the global
wiring has an advantage of simplified structure, performance, and modularity. In
the CMP having larger core count, design of NOC architecture mainly consist of
inter-connection in between the cores, routers, memory associated with the cores,
and topology that is used to connect different routers of the network.
There have been many research that studied the NOC architecture for the CMP
system [56, 78, 73]. The two dimensional (2D) mesh based interconnect topology is the
commonly used interconnection network technique due to its scalability and simplicity
for the CMPs. Many real CMP systems, including Intel’s Xeon Phi Processor [54]
and Tilera’s TILE64 [12], are based on mesh interconnection network. Fig. 1.1 shows
4
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(a) TILE64 block diagram [12]
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(b) Intel Xeon Phi block diagram [54]

Figure 1.1: Example of 2D-mesh based industry level CMPs
the examples of 2D-mesh interconnect based commercial CMPs. TILE64 has 64 tiles
or cores connected using 8×8 2D-mesh NOC. While Xeon Phi processor has 36 tiles
(each tile with 2 associated cores) and tiles are connected using 6×6 2D-mesh NOC.

1.1.4

Hybrid Network-On-Chip

In the many-core era, the performance and power consumption of the multi-core
processors is limited by commonly used electrical NOC. Connor et al. in [86], explored
that electrical NOC alone can not satisfy the power and performance demands of
5
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the future CMP systems. Therefore, conventional electrical NOCs need to be either
augmented or even replaced by the advanced network interconnects. Nowadays, many
on-chip interconnect network technology, including optical NOC and wireless NOC is
under exploration by the researchers [35, 123, 61].
Optical on-chip interconnect either supplement the electrical interconnection network or replaces it entirely. In [113], authors have explained that the energy and
delay have significant gaps for the shrinking transistors size. Also, the authors have
explained that the signals on electrical wires can be made to travel faster by inserting repeaters; this measure considerably increases the energy for data transmission.
Therefore, the latency of the electrical interconnects is limited by the power budget
and is likely to prohibit further performance and power scaling of the chip multiprocessor system, having a larger number of cores. Recently, many hybrid interconnection
topology designs have been proposed by the researchers [114, 43, 113], which utilizes
the 2D-mesh based electrical interconnects along with the optical interconnects.

1.2

Multi-threaded Application and Run-time
Phase-wise Behavior

Technology advancement leads to the development of the multi-threaded and multiprocess program models, that are designed to take advantage of the multiple processors and improve the overall performance; and also these program models take
advantage of the multiple cores in the CMP system [87].

In the most popular

user-level multi-threaded program model, the programmer maintains the user-level
threads. User-level multi-threaded programming systems such as POSIX threads [22]
and Win32 threads [92] have been developed to create and manage the user-level
threads. Multi-threaded applications are being developed to take the benefits of the
user-level threads and utilize CMP architectural abilities. In multi-threaded workload, a single application is sub-divided into threads based on its specific operations,
and each thread can run in parallel on different cores of CMP. Data sharing in between
the threads are more because they belong to the same application and uses the shared
address space. In the modern-day scenario, many applications have been developed
and are getting developed using the multi-threaded programming model. PARSEC
[14] and SPLASH-2 [118] are examples of the benchmark suits that are produced
using the multi-threaded programming model. Also, applications that are developed
6
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using OpenMP, Cilk, and Pthread programming tools are examples of multi-threaded
workloads. A CMP remains underutilized if its application is not adequately disintegrated into multiple threads. Therefore, CMP performance may depend on the
amount and characteristics of the parallelism in the applications.
There have been many studies that revealed the phase-wise behavior of most
of the applications at the run-time [105, 104, 29]. Also, researchers have developed
the tools and methods to analyze the phases of execution of the applications. Sherwood et al. in [105], shown that applications have phase-based behavior over many
hardware metrics, for example, cache behavior, memory page access behavior, branch
prediction, instruction per cycle (IPC), etc. In this context, we say that the page
access behavior is also a characteristic which may change over the execution phases
of the application. For example, a page that is extensively being used by a core in an
execution phase may be needed by another core in another phase for the processing.
Fig. 1.2(a), 1.2(b), 1.2(c), and 1.2(d) shows the access request pattern generated
from the different cores at the run-time for the randomly selected data pages taken
from the x264, ferret, radiosity, and swaption benchmarks respectively. For example, in the first graph (a) of the Fig. 1.2, the selected page is heavily used by the
54th core of the 8 × 8 two-dimensional mesh-based CMP for the duration between
2.5×1014 and 3.4×1014 time cycle of the execution. Further, the same page is needed
heavily by the 2nd core (in the same 8 × 8 2D-mesh) between time cycle 3.4×1014 and
3.8×1014 . Again, the same page is needed by further different cores after 8×1014 time
cycle. Therefore, for a CMP system having multiple memory modules (maybe hybrid
memory modules) and memory controllers, many pages associated with the running
application may need to migrate from one memory module to other at the run-time
such that requesting core can access the data from its nearest memory module.
Based on the phase-wise behavior, the run-time of an application can be divided
into multiple phases (or epochs). In [105], Sherwood et al. have used a fixed size
phase length to make a balance between having a high capture rate and reducing the
percentage of false positives. Contrarily, Shen et al. in [104] have used an off-line
phase detection mechanism based variable length phase size. Therefore, for simplicity
and to avoid off-line application processing, we use a fixed phase (or epoch) size
throughout the thesis while considering the phase-wise behavior.
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Figure 1.2: Access requests generated from different cores at the application runtime for the randomly selected pages.
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1.3

Motivation

Nowadays, there is a huge increase in the complexity of the applications, and they
require different CMP configurations to get the best performance. Modern CMP
system consists of either homogeneous or heterogeneous cores or combination of both
on the same chip. Also, once the chip is fabricated, we need to use it efficiently, so
we require an efficient methodology to use the CMP in a better-way. Therefore, to
utilize the architectural specifications of the CMP system and get the best possible
performance, we need to perform the application mapping on to the CMP system.
In general, the affinity of a task to core gets considered in heterogeneous CMP
environment where the task mapping to different core results in different execution
time. This kind of work is well studied in [9, 19]. In the scheduling of tasks onto
homogeneous multi-core CMP, scheduler either minimizes communication overhead
between tasks [31, 108] or maps the tasks to the cores such that it can take benefit
of data available at that core [77, 21, 37].
Formerly, for the CMPs with smaller core count (<10), application mapping on
to CMP is recognized as a key research area to improve the overall performance and
reduce the power consumption of the system. Moreover, for these CMPs, application
mapping mainly considered the thread to core mapping, and not the data to memory
mapping (as on-chip memory was smaller, in MBs). However, for the current and
future CMP system where core count is huge (>100), researchers have proposed many
future generation architectural designs such as high bandwidth and high density (in
GBs) on-chip memory, and efficient interconnection network to satisfy the growing
need of the CMP systems. Therefore, in this thesis, we investigate the impact of the
application mapping, mainly due to the data mapping for the future generation CMP
systems with higher core count.
Nowadays, researches have proposed the three dimensional (3D) stacking of
the on-chip memory to provide the high bandwidth memory for the CMP systems.
Though 3D-stacked on-chip memory has the capacity in tens of GBs that can fulfill
the on-chip memory bandwidth requirement of the current as well as future CMPs
system, it suffers due to its current cache like architecture [75]. In CMP, 3D-stacked
memories are proposed to be architect either (a) to cache both local and remote data,
or (b) to cache only the local data [69, 107, 30, 64, 124, 126, 96]. Caching only local
data into the 3D-stacked memories enforces the CMPs to suffer inter-node latency
overhead while accessing remote data. However, caching both local and remote data
9
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onto the 3D-stacked memory requires a large coherence directory (about 64MB of
coherence directory for 1GB memory) to ensure correctness [36, 32, 30]. Also, many
on-chip interconnect network technology, including wireless NOC and optical NOC is
under exploration by the researchers to provide efficient interconnection [35, 123, 61].

Therefore, considering the different NOC organizations and 3D-stacked memory
for the CMP, and investigating the impact of the data placement becomes crucial for
the current as well as future research. Sanchez et al. in [102], identified that latency
overhead due to the network interconnect of the CMP is responsible for 60% to 75%
of the miss latency. Also, miss latency after the last level cache (LLC) depends on
the memory access time. Moreover, the miss latency increases with the increase in
the NOC size as well as memory size. Therefore, hybrid NOC and on-chip 3D-stacked
memory play a vital role to reduce the average memory access time.

The power consumption due to the NOC is very substantial in chip-multiprocessor
systems and an important aspect for the optimization [130, 34, 38]. Mutlu et al. in
[38], reported that NOC consumes about 40% of on-chip power. So, if we reduce the
effective on-chip network traversal through the NOC, it reduces the on-chip power
consumption significantly, which makes it another essential motivation to solve this
problem. Furthermore, the use of the DRAM and PCM based hybrid memory can also
reduce the system power consumption by reducing the power consumption associated
with the DRAM refresh.

The latency overhead, as well as on-chip power consumption due to the interconnection network (or NOC), can be minimized by turning remote access into local.
That can be achieved either by, (a) caching the memory pages at local places
and maintaining coherence, or (b) by moving the memory pages to local
places judiciously. Therefore, to avoid the remote access overheads as well
as the overheads associated with the large coherence directory in the 3Dstacked memory-based CMP system, we performed the efficient page mapping on to
the memory slices of the 3D-stacked memory. Further, this thesis investigates the effects of our proposed page mapping on to the performance, power consumption, and
chip-area considering the CMP with hybrid NOC and hybrid 3D-stacked memory.
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1.4

Objectives

The principal aim of this dissertation is to propose application mapping on to the 3Dstacked memory of the CMP system. In particular, the objectives are to efficiently
map the applications on to the CMP considering the different current as well as
future architectural design variations of the CMP system. Specifically, we consider
the following current as well as future CMP architecture designs in terms of memory
and NOC.
• 3D-stacked memory: In this architectural design, we consider a large main
memory which is placed on top of the processor layer in a 3D-stacked manner.
This main memory can be of type- DRAM only, DRAM along with SRAM
buffer, DRAM as a cache, DRAM as a cache along with the SRAM buffer, and
DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory.
• NOC: In this architectural design, we consider an on-chip interconnection network between the cores of the CMP which is either a 2D-mesh organization
of the electrical interconnects (termed as 2D-mesh NOC), or a combination of
electrical as well as optical interconnects (termed as hybrid NOC).
Therefore, comprehensively, our considered CMP system is composed of (a) multiple cores that are connected using NOC, and (b) a large capacity 3D-stacked memory
which comprises multiple distributed memory slices (or memory banks). Moreover,
our objective is to consider above mentioned modern CMP design architectures and
analyze the effects of the higher granularity efficient mapping techniques on to the
system performance metrics. In higher granularity mapping techniques, we aim to
map threads and pages associated with the applications on to the cores and memory slices of the CMP system, respectively. The following subsections describe the
objectives of this thesis in brief.

1.4.1

Static Profile Based Mapping

In the static profile based mapping, our main aim is to generate a good page to
memory slice mapping and thread to core mapping (based on simulated annealing and
ant colony based genetic algorithms) such that the overall communication through
the interconnection network can be minimized. We assume that profiling data is given
11
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or generated by running the application once at the CMP system. Further, we use
the profiled data and aim to optimize the following performance metrics.
1. Communication between threads (in terms of the number of communication
between threads and distance between the cores having associated mapped
threads).
2. Communication due to the memory accesses (in terms of the number of page
access and distance between the cores having associated mapped thread and
DRAM memory slice).
Mainly, we may need to analyze the effects of the proposed virtual mapping
techniques, which can be used to reduce the overall on-chip communication (specifically related to the memory access) due to the remote data (or page) accesses for
the 3D-stacked DRAM-based CMP system. Therefore, application mapping allows
the large size 3D-stacked DRAM memory of the CMP system to be used in a different alternative way and without having the overheads associated with the coherence
maintenance.

1.4.2

Run-time Dynamic Mapping

Static profile based mapping is not always useful as it needs the profiling statistics
of the application execution, and therefore, we need to run the application at least
once to get the statistics. Further, as most of the applications are having phasewise behavior during their execution and from static profile based mapping, we found
that the communication due to the page mapping dominates the thread to thread
communication. Therefore, our objective is to design methodology for a hardwarebased dynamic run-time page mapping on to the memory slices to minimize the overall
communication.
Further, we aim to extend the hardware-based dynamic run-time virtual page
mapping and compare the overall execution time with the state-of-art work where 3Dstacked DRAM is used as coherence cache. In this comparison, we may identify that
for the CMP having larger size 3D-stacked DRAM memory, whether our extended
version of the dynamic run-time virtual page mapping performs better as compared
to the 3D-stacked DRAM used as coherence cache (as proposed by state-of-art work
in [30]).
12
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1.4.3

Run-time Mapping Considering Hybrid Memory

3D-stacked DRAM memory having through-silicon-vias (TSVs) provides a higher
bandwidth on-chip memory as well as a wide range of design flexibility to the CMP
systems. Although the 3D-stacked DRAM has various advantages, its power consumption is rapidly growing with the capacity increase. Researchers have proposed
the large size 3D-stacked DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory that fulfills the on-chip
memory requirements of the future CMP system having a larger core count. However,
for the 3D-stacked DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory, both memory organizations,
either (1) proposed by us (simple memory without allowing to store multiple copies
and virtual page mapping) or (2) memory as coherence cache suffers because of the
massive number of memory pages.
Therefore, the next objective of this thesis is to consider the CMP system having
DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory and propose a new access aware dynamic virtual
page mapping technique. For, CMP system having DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory, we aim to analyze the feasibility of our proposed technique in reducing, (1) the
energy consumption by avoiding the DRAM refreshes and (2) the overall execution
time by reducing the remote page access.

1.4.4

Performance Analysis of CMP having 3D-stacked
DRAM and Hybrid NOC

The number of cores on CMPs are growing at an exponential rate to increase the
performance. However, inadequate on-chip interconnection and memory bandwidth
have diminished the potential of these CMPs. High performance interconnects, 3Dstacked main memory, and large on-chip caches are the architectural parameters used
to tackle these issue. For a fixed die-size, high performance interconnects, and 3Dstacked memory fosters the growing rate of the cores on a CMP whereas increasing
the size of on-chip cache poses a restriction.
Therefore, in this part of the thesis, we aim to study the trade-off between the
performance and overall chip area (evaluated using the number of cores, types of
core and cache area per core) of the 3D-stacked DRAM-based CMP having hybrid
NOC. In this last objective, we aim to analyze the effects of the adaptive virtual page
mapping on to the instruction per cycle (IPC) and communication of the 3D-stacked
DRAM-based CMP having hybrid NOC.
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1.5

Contributions

The major contributions of the thesis are described in the following subsections.

1.5.1

Static Profile Based Mapping

In this part of the thesis, we use a profile-driven application mapping of the applications to minimize the on-chip communication of the 3D-stacked DRAM-based CMP.
In profile based mapping, we run the application on target CMP system architecture
and get the statistics about the thread to a thread communication, and thread to
virtual page access count. Moreover, we use the profiled information to optimize the
overall on-chip communication of the application for the next run.
In this part, we describe (a) simulated annealing based thread only mapping onto
3D-stacked memory, (b) virtual page only mapping of multi-threaded application onto
3D-stacked memory, (c) virtual page mapping followed by thread mapping onto 3Dstacked memory, and finally (d) combined thread and virtual page mapping onto
3D-stacked memory. An essential point to note here is that we have used simulated
annealing based thread mapping for the simplicity, further for comparison purpose we
have used a recent ant colony heuristic-based thread to core mapping. Moreover, we
have proposed virtual page mapping techniques and two others that uses the simulated
annealing based thread to core mapping. The brief detail of these techniques is given
as follows:
1. Thread mapping: In this case, we try to map threads of the applications to
the core to minimize overall thread to thread communication of the system.
To perform the thread to core mapping, we have used a simulated annealing
method and further compared the result with a recent genetic ant colony based
method [41].
2. Virtual page mapping: In this mapping process, virtual pages of the application get mapped to physical pages in such a way that it reduces the overall
communication involved in all the virtual page accesses from all the threads. In
this case, virtual pages get mapped to the physical page of a DRAM slice (and
ultimately to one DRAM controller which is attached to the communication
network of CMP).
14
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3. Thread mapping followed by virtual page mapping: In this case, we generate
a good thread to core mapping using some method (simulated annealing is
used), and after that virtual page to DRAM memory slice mapping is performed
considering this new thread to core mapping.
4. Combined thread mapping and virtual page mapping simultaneously: In this
approach, we look at both virtual page to DRAM slice mapping and thread
to core mapping simultaneously, so that the mapping take advantage of costeffective options from both thread communications and memory accesses. Both
thread communication and memory access get prioritized equally.
After evaluation using all these above options, we choose the minimum cost mapping
option for the next run of the application to minimize the overall on-chip communication.

1.5.2

Self-adaptive Run-time Page Mapping

As most of the applications exhibit phase-wise behavior at the run-time [29]; therefore,
core to core communications and virtual page access pattern (or footprint) of an
execution phase associated to an application may be different with another phase of
the same execution. Therefore, a static mapping may not be suitable for the complete
duration of execution of an application. Also, in the static profile based mapping, we
need to collect the statistics by running the application once and then only we can
apply the static profile based mapping. However, in the case of dynamic run-time
mapping, we do in the first run itself or mapping changes as the application run-time
in progress. So, we designed an approach to map the application at the run-time for
different phases of the same application.
From the results of the profile based static mapping (as stated in Sub-section
1.5.1), we found that the overall communication reduction due to virtual page mapping is significantly higher as compared to thread mapping. Also, as described in [47],
the overheads associated with destroying a thread, transferring thread state (consist
of a program counter, a set of registers, and a stack of procedure records containing
variables local to each thread), creating a new thread and initiating remote execution
make runt-time thread migration relatively tricky. Hence, for run-time mapping and
remapping, we considered the mapping of the virtual page to DRAM memory slices
only and ignored the thread to core mapping.
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In the earlier profile based static virtual page to DRAM memory slice mapping,
a virtual page gets associated with a DRAM slice for whole execution period of the
application. However, in the case of dynamic run-time page mapping, we do in the
first run itself, or page gets mapped and remap as it run-time progress. A virtual
page may migrate from one DRAM slice to other DRAM slices.
Recently, many research proposals studied the use of 3D-stacked DRAM as onchip cache. Specifically, in [107], CMP system uses 3D-stacked DRAM cache to store
only the local data. In such a multiprocessor system, a data can reside in only
one DRAM cache, which eliminates the need for coherence support for such DRAM
cache. For remote side data, this system has to rely on small on-die caches (such as
L2 caches). So, any on-die cache miss to the remote data leads to significant latency
overhead due to inter-node traversal.
Further, Chou et al. in [30] has recently proposed another DRAM cache architecture for the CMP system. Their proposed DRAM cache architecture allows the
caching of both the local data and remote data at the cache block-level granularity.
Also, their DRAM cache is designed to ensure the correctness by employing coherence
support. They placed the coherence directory in the 3D-stacked DRAM (termed as
embedded coherence directory) and reused the existing SRAM based on-chip cache
directory to cache the recently accessed embedded coherence directory entry. However, using DRAM as a coherent cache for the CMP system (with the number of cores
inside the chip is in the range ≥ 100) requires the large size of the coherence directory,
latency overhead to access coherence directory, tag storage and lots of overhead to
maintain the correctness.
Therefore, this part of our thesis considers the adaptive run-time page (data)
mapping similar to as stated in Sub-section 1.5.2 and squarely focuses on a comparative study with a coherent and non-coherent DRAM cache.

1.5.3

Run-time Page Mapping Considering Hybrid Memory

Many researchers have explored 3D-stacked hybrid memory architect using PCM and
DRAM as an alternative to only PCM or DRAM memory [126, 96, 95]. Typically,
these hybrid memories regulate the placement of their data (or pages) to minimize
the leakage power of the DRAM memory and the high access latency of the PCM
memory. In a recent survey [127], authors have explored that studies related to the
hybrid 3D-stacked memory (or hybrid cache architecture) have mainly focused on
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to the data migration between the parts of a hybrid memory module. Also, the
survey shows that studies related to the hybrid memory system have considered the
sophisticated non-uniform cache architecture schemes.
Therefore, in this contribution, we have considered non-coherent 3D-stacked hybrid DRAM-PCM memory-based CMP system; and proposed an access-aware selfadaptive run-time page (or data) mapping. Mainly, in this contribution, we have used
a simple DRAM access-aware page placement technique between DRAM and PCM
for the hybrid memory slice to reduce the DRAM refresh operations and its associated
power consumption overhead. Further, we performed an access-aware self-adaptive
page mapping for the optimized page placement between the different hybrid memory
modules of the 3D-stacked hybrid memory.

1.5.4

Performance Analysis of CMP having 3D-stacked
DRAM and Hybrid NOC

The number of cores on a CMP is growing at an exponential rate to increase the
performance. However, inadequate on-chip interconnection and memory bandwidth
have diminished the potential the CMP. High performance interconnects, 3D-stacked
main memory, and large on-chip caches are the architectural parameters used to
tackle these issue. For a fixed die-size, high performance interconnects, and 3Dstacked memory fosters the growing rate of the cores on a CMP whereas increasing
the size of on-chip cache poses a restriction.
In this contribution, we consider a self-adaptive data page mapping onto a 3Dstacked DRAM-based CMP with hybrid interconnection network. Additionally, we
study the trade-off between the performance and cache size per core using different
combinations of the interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory (on-chip or
off-chip) and an adaptive data page mapping. This part of thesis, analyzes the effect of
reduced cache size on to the system performance while considering the benefits of, (1)
3D-stacked DRAM, to provide high memory bandwidth, (2) high performance optical
interconnect, to enable low-latency communication and efficient memory utilization,
and (3) a self-adaptive run-time page mapping similar to as explained in Sub-section
1.5.2.
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1.6

Thesis Organization

This thesis comprises seven chapters.The chapter wise organization of the thesis is
given as follows:
1. Chapter-1: This chapter provides the introduction and motivation along with
the objectives and contributions behind the research work.
2. Chapter-2: This chapter presents a survey of the previous related works that
are needed to get the idea of the state-of-art works.
3. Chapter-3: This chapter presents an overview of the system and applications
models that are used to perform the contributions of the thesis.
4. Chapter-4: This chapter presents the static profile based mapping approaches
on to the 3D-stacked DRAM based CMP considering the simulated annealing
based thread to core mapping. The contents of this chapter have been published
in [88].
5. Chapter-5: This chapter presents the dynamic run-time virtual page mapping
approach on to the 3D-stacked DRAM based CMP. The mechanism proposed
is compared with a recent state-of-art work [30]. The partial contents of this
chapter are based on the published work reported in [88].
6. Chapter-6: This chapter presents the dynamic access-aware run-time mapping
considering DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory. The chapter is based on the
work published in [89].
7. Chapter-7: This chapter discusses the performance and cache area trade-off
analysis considering 3D-stacked DRAM based CMP having hybrid NOC.
8. Chapter-8: This chapter discusses the conclusion arrived at, and the future
research scopes related to this thesis.
�������
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Related Works
Previous works related to this thesis can be categorized into, (a) application
mapping, (b) 3D-stacked DRAM memory, (c) 3D-stacked hybrid memory, (d) NOC,
(e) hybrid NOC and its uses, and (f) area and performance trade-off implications
using hybrid NOC and 3D-stacked memory. Following sections explain the related
works associated with the above categories.

2.1

Application Mapping

In general, the affinity of the task to core gets considered in the heterogeneous CMP
environment where the task mapping to different core results in different execution
time for the task. This kind of work is well studied in [9, 19]. In [9], Balakrishnan
et al. have presented a detailed study to describe the behavior of commercial applications running on multi-core systems where each core have different performance
capabilities. They observed that performance asymmetry in each core could have an
unintended negative impact on applications; therefore, it becomes difficult to predict
their performance. So, they suggested robust application designs that can adjust the
applications dynamically for the varying compute capabilities of the system.
Peter Brucker in his book [19], has covered many recent as well as classical
scheduling problems for single and parallel machines. From the theoretical perspective, he discussed and classified the task scheduling problems for both preemptive
and no-preemptive versions of the task scheduling. Methods to solve these problems
such as linear programming, branch-and-bound algorithms, dynamic programming,
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and local search heuristics are also summarized in this book. However, the book does
not consider the data mapping and interconnect related issues for these problems.
In the scheduling of tasks onto multi-core CMP, scheduler either minimizes communication overhead between tasks [31, 108] or maps the tasks to the cores such
that it can take benefit of data available at that core [77, 37]. In [31], Chou et al.
have addressed the run-time task allocation problem for the embedded NOC platform
having heterogeneous processing resources. They have proposed efficient algorithms
to minimize internal and external contention and communication costs. Also, they
characterized the incoming applications by the application characterization graph
(represented as directed graphs) and mapped to a region in the mesh which contains
several cores and minimized both internal and external communication contention.
Sreepathi et al. in [108], have presented many task mapping algorithms that combine
the insights from the network topological information with the application’s behavior
together to provide an efficient task assignment.
In [59], Kwok et al. have presented an extensive survey of the algorithms used for
the static scheduling problem. They have introduced the target multiprocessor model
as a network of processing elements, each of which comprises a processor and a local
memory unit and communication between them is achieved solely by the message
passing. They described the objective of the scheduling algorithms to minimize the
schedule length by adequately allocating the atomic program task (represented as
a directed cyclic graph) to the processing elements. Also, their objective includes
sequence maintenance between the start times of different program tasks such that
the precedence constraints are preserved. However, scheduling problems in this survey
does not consider the issues related to future multiprocessor designs and memory
mapping.
In [77], authors have presented a run-time system assisted data distribution
scheme. Their method allows the programmers to control data distribution in a
portable fashion, without forcing the programmers to understand the low-level system
details. Also, their scheme requires nearly the same programmer efforts as regular calls
to the malloc. In [37], authors have presented a cache hierarchy-aware code mapping
and scheduling strategy for multi-core systems. Their mapping strategy considers
the application data access patterns and on-chip cache hierarchy and determines a
schedule for the iterations assigned to each core to get the dependency-free loop nests.
Application tasks, data placement, and scheduling in multiprocessor have been
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studied by Suhendra et al. in [109]. In [109], they proposed an integer linear program
formulation to do task scheduling, scratchpad memory partitioning, and data allocation to partitioned scratchpad memory to improve the performance. In [27], Chen et
al. have proposed an approach to map task and data of the data-centric application
(which is a unique kind of benchmark) to chip-multiprocessor. However, local memory capacity they considered is small (64 KB/Processor) and in their design, they
argue that placing large memory on the logic layer is not feasible. In a recent study
[106], Singh et al. have surveyed different resource allocation or mapping techniques
for multi-core systems. They have identified different upcoming trends and challenges
based on the comparative study.

2.2

3D-stacked DRAM Memory

Evolution in the chip manufacturing technology enabled the placement of the DRAM
memory onto the chip as another 3D-stacked layer [20, 62, 57, 28, 48, 67, 69, 117].
The capacity of the 3D-stacked DRAM memory is in the range of gigabytes (GBs),
which makes it capable of holding a larger number of data sets. For example, Intel
Knight Landing multiprocessor is equipped with 16GB of high bandwidth 3D-stacked
DRAM [107].
Researches have proposed to use the 3D-stacked DRAM either as cache or as
on-chip main memory because of its higher bandwidth, smaller cost and design complexity [67, 69, 117]. In [67], Liu et al. have examined how 3D IC fabrication technology can improve interactions between the processor and memory. They have shown
that bringing main memory on-chip gives us a near-perfect performance by reducing
the memory access latency. In [69], Loh et al. have proposed a different 3D-stacked
DRAM memory design approach to fully exploit the 3D integration technology. They
have explored a more aggressive 3D-stacked DRAM organization that makes better
use of the die-to-die bandwidth provided by 3D stacking. Also, in [69], authors have
revealed that revisiting the memory system organization in a 3D context can provide
much more performance improvements.
Furthermore, in [117], Woo et al. have studied the 3D-stacked memory architecture and re-designed the L2 cache and its interface to the 3D-stacked DRAM. Their
technique SMART-3D improves the latency by exploiting the high density and bandwidth of TSV between the last-level cache, 3D-stacked DRAM, and processor. In
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[25], Chandrasekar et al. have proposed system and circuit level power modeling of
3D-stacked wide I/O DRAMs. Their model for the 3D-stacked wide I/O DRAM memories is almost as accurate as detailed circuit-level power models of the 3D-stacked
DRAMs.
Lee et al. in [62], have suggested an approach to improve the 3D-stacked memory
bandwidth at low cost by simultaneous multi-layer access in, thus making better use
of the bandwidth that TSV offers. Further, to avoid channel contention, they have
proposed approaches for the coordination between the layers while accessing the data
simultaneously. In [40], authors have proposed an architecture to place the main
memory on top of the processor using 3D fabrication technologies. Their proposed
memory design takes the benefits of the 3D architecture and bridges the performance
gap incurred due to the limited off-chip main memory bandwidth and access latency.
In the article [127], authors have presented that the researches related to the
3D-stacked memory system have considered the sophisticated non-uniform cache architecture schemes. However, 3D-stacked memories suffer due to the coherence related
issues for larger size coherence directory associated with these memories. Therefore,
it is an urgency to look upon the newer dimensions of memory management and organization for the 3D-stacked memories. In [107], authors use the 3D-stacked DRAM
memory as a cache for their considered CMP system model, and this memory stores
only local data within it. For remote side data, the system needs to rely on small
on-die caches. Therefore, each on-die cache miss suffers due to the inter-node traversal overheads while accessing remote data. In another recent work [30], authors have
proposed a DRAM cache architecture that allows caching both the local data and the
remote data at the cache block-level granularity. They placed the coherence directory
in the 3D-stacked DRAM and used an SRAM based on-chip buffer to cache recently
accessed coherence directory entries.
Dynamic run-time page mapping of virtual pages to 3D-stacked memory and
considering the on-chip 3D-stacked memory for physical pages may provide a better
solution to improve the performance. Therefore, it is essential to know the efficient
organization of the translation lookaside buffer (TLB). In [72], authors have used
inter-core cooperative prefetchers and shared last-Level TLBs for TLB usage improvement in CMP. Further, the larger size of main memory requires a corresponding
increase in the processor’s TLB resources to avoid performance bottleneck. In [91],
Pham et al. have presented a multi-granular TLB organization that significantly in22
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creases its effective reach. Also, their method reduces the miss rates substantially
and requires no additional OS support.

2.3

3D-stacked Hybrid Memory

Although the 3D-stacked DRAM has various advantages, its power consumption is
rapidly growing with the capacity increase. DRAM memory consumes 20% to 40% of
the overall system power [66, 111]. To tackle the DRAM power overheads associated
with the larger size DRAM, phase change memory (PCM) has been explored as an
alternative to the DRAM [129, 99]. PCM has better scalability (higher density),
non-volatility, and lower leakage energy as compared to the DRAM memory. Despite
many advantages, PCM has some drawbacks as compared to the DRAM memory,
for example, higher read/write latency and lower write endurance. Typically, when
compared with the DRAM memory, each read and write operation associated to the
PCM memory has about 4-6× and 6-32× longer latency, respectively; also, each read
and write of the PCM memory consumes 2× and 10-140× more energy as compared
to the DRAM memory, respectively [124, 93]. Further, the endurance value of PCM
memory is about 108 which is far lower than the DRAM endurance value 1015 [63].
Therefore, hybrid memory constituted using DRAM and PCM has been proposed
as a potential solution to take the advantages of the DRAM and PCM memory
components [124, 93, 64]. In [124], authors have developed a row buffer localityaware hybrid memory caching policy to utilize the benefits of the DRAM as well
as PCM memory components of the hybrid memory. In this paper, authors have
observed that PCM array access latency is much higher as compared to the DRAM
array access latency. Therefore, they developed a caching policy that keeps track
of the rows that have high row buffer miss counts and places only such rows in the
DRAM memory component.
In [93], Pourshirazi et al. have proposed a technique to eliminate the DRAM
refresh operations in the DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory. Moreover, their method
evicts the non-accessed rows from DRAM memory if it is time to refresh those DRAM
rows. In [64], Lee et al. have studied the effects of various DRAM and PCM memory
configurations on the system performance and energy consumption considering the
DRAM-PCM based hybrid memory. Further, authors have proposed a novel DRAM
cache design to use in conjunction with the PCM memory such that the performance
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and energy efficiency of the hybrid memory can be maximized.
Nowadays, 3D-stacked hybrid memory is becoming popular due to its high capacity and scalability benefits. Many recent studies, including [94, 39, 127], have studied
the 3D-stacked hybrid memory architect using DRAM and non-volatile (including
PCM, MRAM, etc.) memory technologies. In [39], Fawibe et al. have presented the
idea related to the address space organization into pages and virtual address to physical address translation considering the hybrid 3D-stacked DRAM and PCM memory.
In [94], Zhao et al. have introduced different types of heterogeneous multi-core architectures considering the emerging 3D-stacked DRAM and non-volatile memory
technologies. Moreover, Zhao et al. have demonstrated the potential benefits towards future application requirement and advantages of leveraging 3D integration on
heterogeneous architectures.
Some studies related to the hybrid memories considering the scratch pad memory and cache memory are also being performed [80, 119]. However, these memories
are smaller in size as compared to the 3D-stacked hybrid memories. Therefore, coherence maintenance for these hybrid memories is easier due to the smaller coherence
directories.

2.4

Network-On-Chip

Initially when up to tens of cores was there on a single chip, the traditional bus-based
interconnect network performed well. However, in the many-core era, as the number of cores residing on a single chip is increasing rapidly, the traditional bus-based
network cannot handle the synchronization problems of these large systems. Use of
NOC in place of ad-hoc global wiring facilitates the modular design to connect the
components of the chip. In NOC, communication between functional modules happens using an underlying fabric of routers connected in any of the network topologies.
The structured network or NOC provides a well-controlled electrical parameter that
enables the use of high-performance circuits to reduce the latency and increases the
network bandwidth [33]. In [13], authors have studied the NOC and found that for
present and future many-core systems, it is a viable alternative to provide modular
and scalable communication architecture.
There have been many studies that proposed different types of the NOC designs;
for example ring, tree, butterfly, 2D-mesh, hyper-cubes, torus, etc. [26, 58, 16, 53].
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In [101, 15], the comparison between the state-of-the-art works related to the NOC
design, how NOCs are being evaluated, which aspects have been covered till now, and
the area which needs more research effort have been studied in detail.
Among all the NOC designs, 2D-mesh is the best-suited network topology for the
CMP systems because of its simplicity and scalability. In addition to the advantages,
2D-mesh NOC has some disadvantages such as long network diameter and energy
inefficiency because of the extra hops caused due to the long network diameter [98].
Moreover, Reshadi et al. in [98], have proposed routing algorithm termed as extended
XY to improve the efficiency of the 2D-mesh NOC. Many real CMP systems, including
Intel Knights Landing [107] and Tilera64 [12], are based on the 2D-mesh NOC.

2.5

Hybrid Network-On-Chip

As the trend toward many-core processors continues to grow, the on-chip communication fabric (networks-on-chip) has become a limiting factor regarding performance
and power consumption. In survey article [113], authors have explained that the energy and delay have significant gaps for the shrinking transistors size. In the same
survey article [113], authors have suggested that the signals on electrical wires can be
made to travel faster by inserting repeaters, and this measure considerably increases
the energy for data transmission. Therefore, the latency of the electrical interconnects is limited by the power budget and is likely to prohibit further performance and
power scaling of the chip multiprocessor system, having a more significant number
of cores. The survey also shows that silicon photonics is widely considered as one
of the most groundbreaking technologies that allow ongoing performance and power
scaling in chip design. The silicon photonic is having a transformative effect on the
way chips are designed from rack-scale computing down to many-core. In the survey
article [113], authors have provided an exhaustive study on the research efforts that
have been conducted in the realm of on-chip optical interconnects.
Shacham et al. in [103], proposed a circuit-switched photonic NOC that provides enormous transmission bandwidth while consuming minimal power. Moreover,
authors have also covered some critical design issues such as topology, path-setup
procedures, routing algorithms, and deadlock avoidance rules along with the recovery
procedures for the photonic NOC. Ye et al. in [123], have proposed an optimized 3-D
mesh-based optical NOC. Their floor-plan follows the regular 3-D mesh topology;
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however, all the optical routers are implemented in a single optical layer. Further,
authors have compared the performance and energy efficiency between the 3D meshbased optical NOC and the 2D mesh-based electronic NOC.
Werner et al. in [114], have proposed a hybrid network-on-chip topology that
decreases the power consumption efficiently by combining electrical and optical links.
Also, they identified that electrical links are best suited for the near distance communications and optical links are for longer distances. Bahirat et al. in [8], proposed
a hybrid photonic NOC that uses a photonic ring based dedicated layer on top of
the electrical 2D mesh-based NOC which reduces the power consumption by 13× as
compared to the all-electrical 2D mesh NOC.

2.6

Area and Performance Trade-off Implication
Using Hybrid NOC and 3D-stacked Memory

To support the growing need of the applications, the number of cores on a CMP is increasing at an exponential rate. As the number of cores on a CMP increases, the CMP
system needs high bandwidth interconnection network along with the high capacity
on-chip memory to give the higher performance [38, 102]. Advanced architectural
designs such as large 3D-stacked memories and efficient high end interconnects have
been proposed to foster the growing rate of the cores on a CMP. Also, the study
has shown that for a fixed-size die, increasing the number of cores on a chip reduces
the on-chip cache per core [7]. However, on-chip caches are one of the vital parameters to get better performance, and a shortage of caches may degrade the system
performance. Therefore, we aim to analyze the trade-off between the performance
and cache size per core for the CMP systems having 3D-stacked DRAM memory and
hybrid interconnection network. Some, related previous studies have been done to
study the performance and cache size trade-off, but none of them have used modern
CMP system architecture as we have considered.
Authors in [7], have introduced an analytical model to study the trade-offs of
utilizing increased chip area for the larger cache size versus more number of cores. Oh
et al. in [82], have presented an analytical model to study the trade-off between the
core count and the cache capacity in the CMP based on different cache organizations.
Their presented model enables to quickly study the effects of the chip area allocation
parameters on the system performance. In [71], authors have claimed that larger
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cache reduces the die area available for the cores and performance degrades due to
longer access latency. Moreover, for the data-center processors (termed as scale-out
server processors), they have proposed a methodology to tightly couple a number
of cores with comparatively smaller cache using the low latency interconnect and
replicated this structure (termed as pod) to form an optimal system. Moreover, there
is no direct connection between the pods, as these are stand-alone servers.
In [10], Balfour et al. have developed a detailed area and energy models for
on-chip interconnection networks. Further, they have described the trade-offs while
designing the efficient networks for tiled CMP system. They have also shown that the
architectures commonly assumed in on-chip networks studies do not perform well in
the CMPs if the core count increases. Huh et al. in [52], have compared performance
and area trade-offs for the CMP implementations to determine the number of cores,
in-order or out-of-order issues, and on-chip cache size for the future server CMPs.
Hill et al. in [49], have used Amdahl’s Law for the CMP system and build a model
to obtain speedups for asymmetric, symmetric, and dynamic CMP systems. Yavits
et al. in [122], have developed an analytical solution to optimize the CMP cache
hierarchy and optimally allocating the area among the hierarchy levels. Their proposed model allows performance optimization under typical CMP restrictions, such
as constrained power budget, constrained area, limited off-chip memory bandwidth,
and limited NOC capacity. In [121], authors have proposed an analytical solution to
optimize 3D CMP cache hierarchy. Their method allows optimal partitioning of the
cache hierarchy into 3D silicon layers and optimal allocation of the area among all
the cache hierarchy levels such that area and power can be minimized.
�������
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3
System Model and Application
Model
In this chapter, we explain the details of our considered CMP system model and
its different variations along with the application model, which are used throughout
the thesis. We cover all the essential details in this chapter, and it remains persistent
throughout the thesis unless otherwise explicitly mentioned. Moreover, we explain
them further in their respective chapters if required.

3.1

System Model and its Variations

The advent of three dimensional (3D) chip fabrication technology allows us to stack
and fabricate different technological layers together over each other on a single chip
[20, 112, 126]. It allows us to stack DRAM memory, optical interconnects, non-volatile
memories (including phase change memory) on top of the chip.
Our considered CMP system architecture can be viewed as a 3D-stacked CMP
having mainly two types of layers, and these are (a) processor layer and, (b) 3Dstacked memory layer. The processor layer comprises N processor cores {c0 , c1 ,
c2 , · · · , cN −1 } and these processor cores (or cores) are connected using an electrical
k1 × k2 2D-mesh (k1 × k2 =N ) network of routers present at this layer. All the cores at
the processor layer are homogeneous. Each core has their private caches (L1-I, L1-D
and L2, and cache coherence is maintained at L2 level using MESI protocol) and
each core is associated with a router present in the 2D-mesh interconnection network.
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Figure 3.1: Example: 3D representation of the system model
3D-stacked memory layer, on top of the processor layer, is made of M {m0 , m1 ,
m2 , · · · , mM −1 } number of on-chip 3D-stacked memory slices and each slice is having
a memory controller (MC) associated with it. These memory slices are assumed
to be non-coherent, and they do not share data between them. Each 3D-stacked
memory slice may be multi-layered, and connection in between them as well as
to the processor layer is made using TSVs. Moreover, there is some specific router
positions in the 2D-mesh at the processor layer, where each 3D-stacked memory slice
is connected using an additional router port and TSVs. The number of specific routers
(associated to each memory slice) and the specific router positions at the processor
layer can be derived or identified by using overall minimum Manhattan distance
clustering principle [90] or geometric modeling principle [76]. However, we have used
the minimum Manhattan distance clustering principle to decide the locations of the
specific position routers and their numbers. The number of memory channels per MC
can be calculated using the approach as given by Abts et al. [5]. However, in our
case, we use one channel per MC for simplicity.
Fig. 3.1, shows an example of the 3D representation model associated with the
considered CMP system architecture. In Fig. 3.1, processor layer has 64 cores that are
connected using an 8×8 2D-mesh of electrical interconnects. The 3D-stacked memory
layer is placed on top of the processor layer. 3D-stacked memory layer comprises four
3D-stacked memory slices m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 , and these slices may be multi-layered..
Each 3D-stacked memory slice is connected to one of the processor layer router placed
at a certain position, and that processor layer router is termed as a specific router.
Fig. 3.2 shows a simplified and detailed view of Fig. 3.1 associated to the
8 × 8 CMP system. The right part of Fig. 3.2, shows the four non-overlapping areas
associated with the four 3D-stacked memory slices {m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 } for the 8 × 8
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Figure 3.2: Detailed system model representation showing four non-overlapping
areas.
CMP system. Positions of the 3D-stacked memory slices associated with the specific
position processor layer routers prompt us to consider that every core belongs to a
particular area covered by a 3D-stacked memory slice. We used a 1D-array entitled
as core to slice table (CST ), which gives the value of the 3D-stacked memory slice
number SN um for each core. The value SN um is corresponding to the 3D-stacked
memory slice number which is closely associated (or local) to the core indexed by
1D-array.
Therefore, each core belongs to a coverage area associated to a 3D-stacked memory slice, and this is the closest among all the 3D-stacked memory slices. The CST [i]
array value represent the closest 3D-stacked memory slice to the ith core. For an
example, corresponding to the four 3D-stacked memory slices m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 the
SN um can have a value from 0, 1, 2 and 3. 3D-stacked memory slices m0 , m1 , m2
and m3 are connected to the processor layer routers placed at 17th , 13th , 50th and 46th
positions respectively. So, the values of CST array can be derived as CST [64]={0,
0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 3, 3, 0, 0, 2,
2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3}. Therefore,
based on the CST [64] array values, core indices can be divided in to four areas. The
elements (or core indices) associated to the four areas are given as follows:
• area-0: {0, 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32, 33}.
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• area-1: {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29}.
• area-2: {34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60}.
• area-3: {30, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, 45, 46, 47, 53, 54, 55, 61, 62, 63}.
Cores associated to area-0, area-1, area-2 and area-3 are in the coverage area of 3Dstacked memory slices m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 respectively. In this example, the maximum
Manhattan distance between a core and its local 3D-stacked memory slice is 3.
Further, based on the objective of this thesis, our considered CMP system architecture can have any of the following four architectural components on top of the
chip in a 3D-stacked manner.
• 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and
• 3D-stacked DRAM memory along with an SRAM buffer, both are similar to
the architecture as described in [69].
• Combination of 3D-stacked DRAM and PCM memory, similar to the design as
given in [126].
• Combination of 3D-stacked DRAM and optical interconnect, similar to as described in [69, 8, 61].
In traditional 2D architecture, off-chip memory access is limited by slow (order of
≈ MHz) off-chip buses [46]. Loi et al. in [70], have unveiled that the vertical on-chip
buses (termed as TSV) in the 3D design have an access frequency in the order of ≈
GHz. Therefore, limitations of the off-chip buses (in case of off-chip main memory)
are eliminated by using a 3D-stacked layer on top of the processor layer, that takes
the benefits of the high-speed on-chip TSV. The cores and memory slices which are
connected using TSV can be considered on-chip as reported in [67, 40]. Also, for
the CMP having a larger core count, consider the smaller value of the chip height as
compared to the length and breadth. Therefore, we can assume that communication
time and distance from the 3D-stacked memory layer to processor layer routers using
TSVs are negligible.
Therefore, based on the constituents of the CMP, our considered generic system
model (as shown in Fig. 3.1) get converted into four distinct CMP system models
that are used to achieve the objective of the thesis. Following sub-sections explain
these four distinct CMP system models in detail.
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3.1.1

DRAM Memory at the 3D-stacked Memory Layer

In this variation of the generic CMP system model, each 3D-stacked memory slice
is having an on-chip memory controller (MC) associated with its 3D-stacked DRAM
memory slice. Therefore, there are M {m0 , m1 , m2 , · · · , mM −1 } number of on-chip
3D-stacked DRAM memory slices and their MCs. The memory capacity of all the
DRAM slices is equal. The considered CMP architecture is similar to as described in
[74], where 3D-stacked DRAM memory layer is stacked on top of the processor layer.
In general, to reduce the temperature of the chip, the memory slices are placed in the
bottom layers, and the processor layer (logic layer) is the top layer of the 3D-stacked
chip so that heavily utilized processing cores can dissipate heat easily [110]. Logically
both the architectures are the same.
Fig. 3.3 shows an example of the CMP system model having 3D-stacked DRAM
memory slices on top of the processor layer. This CMP system model is same as
shown in Fig. 3.2, except the detailed representation and connection of the 3D-stacked
memory slices. The left part (three-dimensional view) shows the 3D-stacked DRAM
memory slice organization and its interconnection with the processor layer routers
using TSV. Also, the left part shows the organization of the 3D-stacked memory
slices (can be multi-layer) and its memory controllers. The right part of Fig. 3.3
shows a CMP having 64 cores {c0 , c1 , c2 , · · · , c63 } and these cores are connected using
an 8 × 8 2D-mesh NOC.
Further, considering the CMP system model as shown in Fig. 3.3, the target
3D-stacked DRAM memory based CMP system can be modeled as core memory
interconnection graph CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ). CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ) graph is a collection of
N core vertices (or NOC-tile vertices or cores, interchangeably used throughout the
thesis) Ccc (c0 , c1 , …, cN −1 ) that are connected using the electrical edge set (EEcc ).
Edges eecc (ci , cj ) ∈ EEcc whenever there is an interconnection between core vertices
ci and cj . The core vertex is formed by grouping the associated adjacent elements
such as processing core, router, memory slice and its associated memory controller (if
present and adjacent to the processor layer router).
Moreover, the right part of Figure 3.3, can be considered as an example of CM IG
graph corresponding to considered CMP system architecture. This graph is having
64 core vertices Ccc (c0 , c1 ,…, c63 ) and their respective electrical interconnects. In the
right part of Figure 3.3, all the plain shaded core vertices have a core, private caches
(L1 and L2) and processor layer router. Similarly, all the dark shaded vertices have
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Figure 3.3: Example: Detailed system model representation for CMP with DRAM
memory
a core, private caches (L1 and L2) along with the processor layer specific position
router, and memory controller (along with its DRAM memory slice) together.
The above CMP system architecture having 3D-stacked DRAM memory and its
core memory interconnection graph CM IG representation is used in Chapter 4 and
the first part of Chapter 5 to achieve our aforementioned objective.

3.1.2

DRAM and SRAM Buffer at the 3D-stacked Memory
Layer

In this case, the CMP system has 3D-stacked DRAM memory along with the SRAM
based buffer on top of the processor layer, which is similar to as explained in section
3.1.1 except the addition of the SRAM based buffer. Specifically, in this CMP system
model, each DRAM memory slice has an SRAM based buffer (termed as mapping
buffer, M buf f ) along with the memory controller (MC). Each DRAM memory slice
along with the M buf f and MC is connected to a processor layer router (specific
positioned router) using TSV. Each M buf f caches the frequently accessed cache blocks
of the pages associated with its DRAM memory slice. The higher hit rate of M buf f
(due to efficient interaction method with DRAM memory slice and its size) mitigates
the high DRAM access latency.
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Figure 3.4: Example: Detailed system model representation for CMP with DRAM
memory and SRAM buffer
Fig. 3.4 shows an example of the CMP system model having 3D-stacked DRAM
memory along with the SRAM memory-based buffer as the constituent of the 3Dstacked memory slices. The right part of Fig. 3.4 shows a CMP having 64 cores
{c0 , c1 , c2 , · · · , c63 } and these cores are connected using an 8×8 2D-mesh interconnect.
Also, each core is associated with a router. Further, the left part (three-dimensional
view) shows the 3D-stacked slice (associated to 3D-stacked layer) organization and its
interconnection with the processor layer routers using TSVs. 3D-stacked layer on top
of the processor layer is having four stacked DRAM slices m0 , m1 , m2 , and m3 . Each
DRAM slice is having an on-chip MC and an SRAM memory-based buffer M buf f ,
and these are connected to the specific routers placed at processor layer. This form
of the CMP system model is used in the second part of Chapter 5 to perform a
comparative study between self-adaptive run-time page mapping and a state-of-art
work [30].
The CMP system model considered in this section is similar to the CMP system
model as considered in section 3.1.1, except the additional M buf f placed at the 3Dstacked slice. Therefore, the CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ) graph which is considered in section
3.1.1, can also be used for the target CMP system model of this section. So, considering the CMP system model, as shown in Fig. 3.4, the target 3D-stacked DRAM
memory-based CMP system along with the SRAM buffer can be modeled as core
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Figure 3.5: Example: Detailed system model representation for CMP with DRAMPCM based hybrid memory
memory interconnection graph CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ). Where, everything is same except
the core vertex constituent elements, which also includes a M buf f along with the
other elements.

3.1.3

DRAM and PCM memory at the 3D-stacked Memory
Layer

In this case, the CMP system has 3D-stacked DRAM and PCM memory placed on
top of the processor layer. 3D-stacked DRAM memory slice and PCM memory slice
together form a hybrid memory slice, and together there are M number of hybrid
memory slices. Also, each 3D-stacked hybrid memory slice is having an on-chip
memory controller (MC) associated with it. This form of the CMP system model is
used in Chapter 6 along with the details if required.
For example, the right part of Fig. 3.5 (two-dimensional view), shows a CMP
having 64 cores {c0 , c1 , c2 , · · · , c63 } and these cores are connected using an 8 × 8 2Dmesh based interconnects. It shows the four specific positions denoted by c17 , c13 ,
c50 , and c46 associated to four 3D-stacked hybrid memory slices m0 , m1 , m2 , and
m3 respectively. The left part (three-dimensional view) of Fig. 3.5, shows the 3Dstacked multi-layer organization of the hybrid memory slice and its interconnection
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Figure 3.6: Example: Detailed system model representation for CMP with DRAM
memory and optical interconnect
with the processor layer routers using TSV. The bottom layer of each memory slice
has a memory controller associated with it. Also, each hybrid memory slice contains
the DRAM memory as well as PCM memory and constitutes a hybrid memory slice.

3.1.4

DRAM Memory at the 3D-stacked Memory Layer along
with an Optical Layer

In this form of the CMP system model, an optical interconnect layer in between
the 3D-stacked memory layer and processor layer is placed. The optical interconnect
layer is having M optical network interfaces (ONIs), and these are connected via
optical interconnects (waveguides). Each ONI comprises micro-ring resonator and
on-chip laser sources which are similar to as explained in Beux et al. [61]. Each ONI
is connected to a processor layer router (specific position router in 2D-mesh) and a
memory controller (associated with the DRAM memory slice) using the TSV. This
form of CMP system model is used in Chapter 7.
Figure 3.6 shows an example and detailed representation of the considered 3Dstacked DRAM memory-based CMP having optical interconnect. In Figure 3.6, processor layer has 64 cores that are connected using an 8 × 8 two-dimensional mesh of
electrical interconnects. Optical interconnect layer on top of the processor layer is
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having four optical network interfaces (oni0 , oni1 , oni2 , oni3 ∈ ONI) and these are
connected to each other through optical interconnects (waveguide), which is shown
as thick line between the nodes in right part of Fig. 3.6. Further, a 3D-stacked
DRAM memory layer is placed on top of the optical interconnect layer. There are
four 3D-stacked DRAM memory slices (or memory banks) at the 3D-stacked memory
layer {m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 } and each memory slice is having their own on-chip MC
associated with it.
Researchers have reported that optical network interfaces (ONIs) and DRAM
memory slices can be considered on-chip [67, 40]. Therefore, we can assume that
communication time and distance from the memory slices as well as ONIs to processor layer routers using TSVs are negligible. So, the considered 3D-stacked DRAM
memory based CMP having optical interconnect, can be modeled as the core memory
hybrid interconnection graph CM HIG(Ccc , EEcc , EOcc ). CM HIG(Ccc , EEcc , EOcc )
graph is a collection of NOC-tile vertices Ccc (c0 ,c1 , …,cN −1 ) that are connected using an electrical edge set (EEcc ) and optical edge set (EOcc ). The NOC-tile vertex is
formed by grouping together the associated adjacent elements (processing core, memory controller and ONI, based on their presence in some cases) with each processor
layer router. The left part of Figure 3.6 shows the constituent components of the
NOC-tile vertices based on the associated adjacent elements to each processor layer
routers. eecc (ci , cj ) ∈ EEcc whenever there is an electrical interconnection between
NOC-tile vertices ci and cj . Moreover, eocc (ci , cj ) ∈ EOcc whenever there is an optical
interconnection between NOC-tile vertices ci and cj .
Moreover, the right part of Figure 3.6, can be considered as an example of
CM HIG graph corresponding to considered CMP system architecture. This graph
is having 64 NOC-tile vertices Ccc (c0 , c1 ,…, c63 ) and their respective electrical and
optical interconnects. In the right part of Figure 3.6, all the plain shaded NOC-tile
vertices have a core, processor layer general-router (GR), and their private caches
(L1 and L2) together. Moreover, all the dark shaded vertices have a core, private
caches (L1 and L2), ONI, processor layer specific-router (SR) and, DRAM controller
together. In Figure 3.6, left part shows an enlarge abstract view of the 55th and
46th vertices that are the examples of the plain-shaded and the dark-shaded vertices
respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Example of application model

3.2

Application Model

It is evident that in multi-threaded applications, a single application is sub-divided
into multiple threads based on their specific operations, and each thread can run
in parallel to each other. Also, there exists data sharing in between the threads as
they belongs to the same applications and uses the same variables. Therefore, considering the resource sharing properties of the multi-threaded applications between
their independent threads, here we assume that a multi-threaded application is having N threads and D data, and N is same as the number of cores in the CMP. This
assumption is valid if may run multi-threaded applications having multi-application
workloads together to utilize all the processors of the CMP. A multi-threaded application can be represented as an application graph AG(T, D, Etc , Eda ). An application
graph AG (corresponding to a multi-threaded application) consist of two types of
nodes: (a) set of thread nodes T(t0 , t1 , …, tN −1 ) and (b) set of data nodes D(d0 ,
d1 , …, dD−1 ). These nodes are connected via two types of edges: (a) set of thread
communication edges etc (ti , tj ) ∈ Etc and, (b) set of data access edges eda (ti , dj ) ∈
Eda .
Fig. 3.7 shows an example of an application graph. This graph has four thread
nodes (t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 ), six data nodes (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 and, d5 ) and their interconnection. The data access edge eda (ti , dj ) represents the edge between the thread node ti
and data node dj and the number of access to data dj by the thread ti is represented
by the weight ω(eda (ti , dj )) of the edge. Similarly, thread to thread communication
edges etc (ti , tj ) is between thread node ti and tj and weight ω(etc (ti , tj )) represent the
amount of data communicated between them.
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In a virtual memory environment, a data node (or data) can be represented using
either a virtual page or many virtual pages. For each virtual page vpj , it get mapped
to an associated physical page pp ∈ PP (PP is the set of all physical pages or frames)
in the DRAM memory. So, the application graph AG(T, D, Etc , Eda ) can be converted
to application graph with virtual paging AGV P (T, VP, Etc , Evpa ). Where, term VP
is the set of virtual pages (or total number of pages) corresponding to data of D and
Evpa is the edge set having access edges evpa (ti , vpj ) ∈ Evpa for the virtual page vpj ∈
VP accessed by a thread ti . Our assumption, the virtual page access by threads may
include the virtual page accesses of whole virtual space of the application including
data, code, heap and any other parts of the virtual memory.
�������
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Static Profile Based Mapping
In earlier days, SRAM technology was popular to implement caches inside the
chip. However, recently, 3D die stacking technology became more advanced to fabricate on-chip high density 3D-stacked DRAM memory [69, 67, 40]. Research in [69],
reported that placing memory on top of the processor using 3D fabrication technologies (3D-stacked memories) shows an impressive performance benefit of up to 92%.
High capacity (in GBs) and bandwidth on-chip 3D-stacked DRAM memory has the
potential to satisfy the growing need of the current as well as future generation CMP
systems, where core count is high.
In this Chapter, a 3D-stacked DRAM memory-based CMP system is considered
(target CMP system of this Chapter), where on-chip 3D-stacked DRAM memory is
connected to the processor layer using TSV (to knock down the memory wall problem
of the CMP system). Further, to avoid the coherence directory and remote memory
access related issues for the large size 3D-stacked DRAM memory, we have proposed
efficient profile based static application mapping on to the 3D-stacked DRAM memory based CMP. Specifically, in this Chapter, we have designed profile based static
application mapping, where virtual pages of the application get mapped to the DRAM
memory slices, and threads of the application get mapped to the cores of the CMP
system such that on-chip communication can be minimized. This Chapter presents
an alternative way to use the 3D-stacked DRAM memory for the CMP systems. In
our proposed approach, 3D-stacked DRAM memory is considered as non-coherent
memory. Moreover, to reduce the effective remote memory access related overheads,
we perform a static virtual page to DRAM memory slice mapping.
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4.1

Problem Formulation

Consider, the application graph representation AGV (T, VP, Etc , Evpa ) and the target
3D-stacked DRAM memory based CMP representation CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ), as given
in Section 3.2 and 3.1.1 of Chapter 3 respectively. Along with the assumption that
the number of threads of an application and the number of core in the CMP system
is equal and it is N for both, as explained in Chapter 3.
Based on the target CMP system and multi-threaded application graphical representations, the aim of this Chapter is to find the mapping of N threads to the N
cores and V P virtual pages to the M DRAM memory slices such that overall on-chip
communication cost is minimized. In order to achieve this, two mapping functions or
tables, X (thread to core table or TCT) : T → C and Y (virtual page to memory slice
table or VMT) : VP → M need to be found such that sum of thread communication
cost (Ccomm represented by equation 4.1) and memory access cost (Cmac represented
by equation 4.2 ) is minimized subjected to following:
• One thread is assigned to only one processing core.
• Many threads can access to one virtual page, and the virtual pages need to be
in one of the DRAM memory slices.
• Many virtual pages can be mapped to one memory slice. In case if the system
does not support virtual memory, then the size of all mapped pages should not
exceed the size of the memory slice. However, nowadays, almost all the system
supports virtual memory technique so that pages can be swapped in and out.
Therefore, a memory slice can hold virtually infinite pages.
The thread communication cost Ccomm is given as,
Ccomm =

N
−1 N
−1
X
X

ω(etc (ti , tj )) × distCC(X(ti ), X(tj )).

(4.1)

i=0 j=0

Where ω(etc (ti , tj )) is weight of the edge etc (ti , tj ) and this amount of data
get communicated between thread ti and tj . Term X(ti ) and X(tj ) are the core
vertices having threads ti and tj mapped to their cores respectively.

The term

distCC(X(ti ), X(tj )) is the Manhattan distance between the core vertices having
threads ti and tj mapped to their cores.
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The memory access cost Cmac is given as,

Cmac =

N
−1 |VP|−1
X
X
i=0

ω(evpa (ti , vpj )) × distCC(X(ti ), Y (vpj )).

(4.2)

j=0

Where ω(evpa (ti , vpj )) is the number of page access by thread ti to page vpj .
Y (vpj ) gives the CM IG core vertex number associated to the DRAM memory slice
having mapped page vpj . The term distCC(X(ti ), Y (vpj )) is the distance between
X(ti ) (the core vertex having thread ti mapped to its core) and Y (vpj ) (the core
vertex associated to the memory slice having mapped page vpj ). Moreover, term VP
represents the set of virtual pages or total number of virtual pages corresponding
to the multi-threaded application. Terms distCC(X(ti ), X(tj )) and distCC(X(ti ),
Y (vpj )) are calculated using the electrical edge set EEcc associated to the CM IG
graph of the target CMP system. In case of the considered CM IG graph associated
to the 3D-stacked DRAM memory based CMP (where cores are connected using
2D-mesh network), the value of distCC(X(ti ), X(tj )) and distCC(X(ti ), Y (vpj ))
are hop-to-hop Manhattan distance between the associated core vertices. We have
assumed 1 hop distance between any two adjacent core vertices throughout the thesis
to calculate the distances distCC(X(ti ), X(tj )) and distCC(X(ti ), Y (vpj )).
As reported by Mutlu et al. in [38], NOC consumes about 40% of on-chip power.
So, if we reduce the overall on-chip communication cost (Ccomm +Cmac ), it reduces
the on-chip power consumption significantly, which makes it an essential motivational
factor to solve this problem.

4.2

Static Profile Based Mapping

In this Section, we use profile driven mapping of the benchmarks to minimize the onchip communication cost. The benchmarks considered are PARSEC [14], SPLASH-2
[118], and many standard multi-threaded applications written using Cilk [42]. In
profile based mapping, the application is executed once on the target CMP to get the
statistics about thread to thread communication, and thread to virtual page access
count. The same profiled information is used to optimize the overall communication
cost of the application for the next execution of the application, assuming that similar
kind of data access pattern will be observed by a different run of the same application.
This Section describes (a) simulated annealing based thread to core mapping, (b)
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virtual pages to memory slices mapping, (c) thread mapping followed by virtual page
mapping, and finally (d) combined thread and virtual page mapping. The first two
mapping approaches (a) and (b) are to analyze the effects of the thread to core
mapping and virtual page to memory mapping respectively. However, (c) and (d)
are two different approaches that uses the thread to core and virtual page to memory
mapping concepts together and their aim is to study the effects of the combination
of both the mapping components.

4.2.1

Thread to Core Mapping

In thread to core mapping process, we map N threads of the multi-threaded application on to N cores of CMP such that core to core communication cost (given
by equation 4.1) can be minimized. The mapping solution X need to be found, for
which the Ccomm is minimum. This mapping problem is exactly same as the quadratic
assignment problem (QAP). The QAP problem is an NP-Hard problem, and there
is no possibility of finding an approximation scheme for the same problem [60]. So
meta-heuristics are used to solve this kind of problem, to get a good solution within
a reasonable time. We have used simulated annealing (other heuristics also works,
but simulated annealing is used because of simplicity and less execution time) metaheuristics to solve this problem. Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code for solving this
problem using simulated annealing. Simulated annealing uses single solution based
iterative refinement by single pair exchange neighbor generation and evaluation in
solving the problem [60].
This algorithm starts with an initial solution (which is a random thread to core
mapping table X, an example is shown in the top part of Table 4.1). Every iteration
of the algorithm generates a neighbor solution (thread to core mapping table X) using
the exchange of a randomly selected pair (X[a] and X[b]), and evaluates new cost
new
Ccomm
using Equation 4.1. The algorithm accepts a newly generated solution if the
new
cost Ccomm
associated with the new solution is less than the cost Ccomm associated with

the current best solution. The new solution does get accepted even if the cost of the
new solution is higher than the cost of the current best with some probability defined
by

new
random()%Ccomm
new
Ccomm

≤ e−

new −C
Ccomm
comm
T emp

(part of step-7). Therefore, the new solution

X with increased cost also get accepted with some probability. The probability of
acceptance of solution with higher current cost depends on temperature value at the
current iteration, and it decreases with iteration. In each iteration temperature value
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Algorithm 1 :Thread to Core Mapping Using Simulated Annealing
1: Initialize: X (Thread to Core mapping table), and Temp=HIGH;
2: Ccomm = Evaluate cost using Equation 4.1 and X.
3: while T emp > LOW do
4:
a=random()%N , b=random()%N
5:
Generate a neighbor solution value of X by Swap(X[a], X[b])
new
6:
Ccomm
= Evaluated cost using new X and Equation 4.1
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

new
comm
if (Ccomm
< Ccomm ) || ( random()%C
≤ e−
new
Ccomm
new
Ccomm = Ccomm
else
SwapBack(X[a], X[b])
end if
Reduce temperature : Temp =α × Temp;
end while
return X
new

new −C
Ccomm
comm
T emp

) then

Initial thread to core mapping
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
↓
↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓
↓
c15 c14 c10 c3 c4 c8 c6 c7 c5 c9 c2 c11 c12
Optimized thread to core mapping using SA (simulated
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
↓
↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓
↓
c13 c4 c10 c5 c8 c15 c3 c7 c6 c0 c9 c14 c11

t13 t14 t15
↓
↓
↓
c13 c1 c0
annealing)
t13 t14 t15
↓
↓
↓
c2 c12 c1

Table 4.1: Initial and optimized thread to core mapping
reduce by a factor of α, and the typical value of α = 0.9. Value of lowest temperature
(LOW = 1), highest temperature (HIGH = 1000) and α controls the number of
iterations. Simulated annealing produces a reasonably good solution X[N ] (mapping
of thread to the core) in less time. The bottom part of Table 4.1 shows an example
of the result produced by this method.

4.2.2

Mapping of Virtual Pages to DRAM Memory Slices

In memory page mapping, the on-chip communication cost of virtual page access
from all the cores is minimized as described in Equation 4.2. The values of the
number of virtual pages (|V P |), the number of cores or threads (N ) and the number
of DRAM memory slices (M ) are not same. Typically these values have relation
|V P | >> N > M as in contrast to the earlier case of thread to core mapping where
the number of cores and the number of threads are equal.
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Algorithm 2 :Virtual Pages to DRAM Slice Mapping
1: Initialize: Y (Virtual page to DRAM slice mapping table), X (Thread to Core
mapping table).
2: for every virtual page vpj (j ≤ |V P |) do
3:
if ω(evpa (ti , vpj )) is not zero for all the threads ti ∈ N then
4:
Cost = ∞.
5:
for All the memory slices mj  M do
6:
Y 0 =Y (vpj ).
7:
Map virtual page vpj to mj i.e. Y (vpj )=mj .
P −1
8:
CostN ew= N
i=0 ω(evpa (ti , vpj )) × distCC(X(ti ), mj ).
9:
if CostN ew < Cost then
10:
Cost = CostN ew.
11:
else
12:
Y (vpj )=Y 0 .
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end if
16: end for
17: return Y .
So, with these above simplifications, the virtual page mapping problem can be
solved using a simple approach. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for mapping of
virtual pages to DRAM memory slices. This method takes active virtual pages (active
virtual page means ω(evpa (ti , vpi )) is not zero for all the threads ti ) one by one and
map to a DRAM memory slice which minimizes the on-chip memory access cost of
that page and so minimizes the memory access cost defined by Equation 4.2.
In the evaluation of memory mapping, we use the default thread to core mapping
(X) that is a random mapping of thread to the core as shown in the upper part of the
Table 4.1. As |V P | >> N > M , the on-chip communication due to memory access
has a significant share as compared to the core to core communication in the overall
on-chip communication cost (summation of Ccomm and Cmac ). Hence efficient virtual
page mapping to DRAM memory slice reduces the overall on-chip communication
cost significantly.
As an example, Figure 4.1 shows the percentage of active virtual pages mapped
to different memory slices with and without page mapping to DRAM slices for some
randomly selected benchmark applications on 4 × 4 CMP system having 4 DRAM
slices. The change in the percentage of virtual pages mapped to different DRAM
memory slices is significant before and after the virtual page mapping optimization.
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of active virtual pages mapped to different memory slices:
before and after page mapping
For Cilk-fft benchmark the most of the virtual page get mapped to DRAM slice m0
and m1 , but after virtual page mapping optimization, the pages are getting distributed
to all the DRAM slices. Similarly, for other benchmarks, the virtual pages get mapped
to different DRAM slices to minimize the overall on-chip communication cost due to
memory access cost.

4.2.3

Thread Mapping Followed by Virtual Page Mapping

In this case, we generate the optimal thread to core mapping using Algorithm 1, and
after that virtual page to DRAM slice get mapped by the approach described in the
previous Sub-section or Algorithm 2. In this case, thread to core mapping gets higher
priority as compared to the virtual page to DRAM slice mapping.

4.2.4

Combined Thread Mapping and Virtual Page Mapping

Communication cost due to the virtual page accessed by the threads dominates the
overall on-chip communication cost, and also many threads access a virtual page. So
the mapping of both threads to cores and virtual pages to DRAM slices together may
be crucial. In this case, we map (thread, virtual page) access pairs to be in adjacent
cores and DRAM slices together.
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In this mapping process, we create a list of communications for the thread to
thread pairs and thread to virtual page accesses pairs. Communication pair consists
of a source, destination, and amount of data.
• For thread to thread pairs, the communications are in the form (ti , tj , etc (ti ,tj )),
where etc (ti , tj ) is the data communication edges. We list out this form of
communications for all the thread pairs.
• For thread to virtual page access pairs, the communications are in the form
(ti , vpj , evpa (ti , vpj )), where evpa (ti , vpj ) the virtual page access edges. We list
out this form of communications for all the threads to all the virtual page access
pairs.
We sort all the thread-thread communication pairs (based on ω(etc (ti , tj ))) and
all the thread to virtual page access pairs (based on ω(evpa (ti , vpj ))) together in nonincreasing order of their amount. The combined mapping approach uses this sorted
communication pairs. Combined thread to the core and virtual page to DRAM slice
mapping employs the following three phases:
(a) Phase I: In this phase of mapping, we select some top (ti , vpj , evpa (ti , vpj ))
communication pairs from the sorted combined list of communication pairs and
map to the resources till all the DRAM slices get at least one mapped virtual
page. Initially, we chose M pairs of thread to virtual page access evpa (ti , vpj )
and map their vpj to different DRAM slices and their thread to core which is
near to the DRAM slices (or core which share the router with DRAM slices).
For an example, considering the CMP system model as shown by Figure 3.3,
we map top four thread-virtual page pairs to (c17 , m0 ), (c13 , m1 ), (c50 , m2 ) and
(c46 , m3 ) such that the overall communication cost is minimum.
If among the top M pairs have common threads then we map both the virtual
pages to one DRAM slice and the common threads get mapped to nearby one
and near to the allocated memory slices. Similarly, if the top M pairs have a
common virtual page, then we assign the common virtual pages to one DRAM
slice and the threads to nearby one and near to the memory slices. If this
happens, then include more evpa (ti , vpj ) pair to cover all the M DRAM slices.
(b) Phase II: In this phase of mapping, we select communication pairs from the
sorted, combined list of communication pairs one by one and map to the resources till all the threads assigned to one core. Till all the threads not mapped
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to core, we select a top pairs from sorted combined list of communication pairs
which is either etc (ti , tj ) or evpa (ti , vpj ) communication pair and try to map
them. One of the item (thread or virtual page) of the pair is already mapped
then map the other item of the pair accordingly.
If the next selected pair is etc (ti , tj ) pair then we allocate them nearby cores for
thread ti and tj . And similarly if the next selected pair is evpa (ti , vpj ) pair then
we find a core-DRAM slice pair where distance is minimum and allocate them.
(c) Phase III: In the last phase, we use simple virtual page to DRAM slice mapping as described in Section 4.2.2 and Algorithm 2 for rest of the unmapped
evpa (ti , vpj ) pairs.
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code for combined mapping of the virtual page to
DRAM slices and thread to cores. If more than one core is at the same distance from
the MC during thread mapping, then randomly any one core is considered. The first
phase, second phase, and the last phase of mapping get performed in line number 4
to 11, 12 to 18 and 19 of Algorithm 3 respectively.

4.3

Experimental Setup

We have used Sniper simulator (version 6.1 [23]) to evaluate our proposed mapping
methodologies for mapping multi-threaded benchmarks onto the 3D-stacked DRAM
based CMP. Sniper simulator uses Pin binary instrumentation tool and can simulate X86 binary of multi-threaded benchmark applications. We have evaluated our
proposed mapping approaches by using many PARSEC benchmarks [14], SPLASH-2
[118] benchmarks, and many other standard multi-threaded application written using
Cilk [42]. We run these benchmarks on the simulator by using 16-cores (4 × 4 twodimensional mesh and 4 MCs), 36-cores (6 × 6 two-dimensional mesh and 5 MCs),
and 64-cores (8 × 8 two-dimensional mesh and 8 MCs) multiprocessor configurations
to gather the profile data. Table 4.2 shows the micro-architecture parameters used
in this paper. The profile data of a benchmark contains core to core communication
traces (the amount of data communication) and core to L3 cache miss traces (which
is, in general, get converted into the thread to virtual page access frequencies).
In modern-day systems, operating system (OS) uses address space layout randomization (ASLR) to improve memory protection process to safeguards against
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Algorithm 3 :Combined Virtual Page and Thread Mapping
1: Initialize: X (Thread to Core mapping table) and Y (Virtual page to DRAM
slice mapping table).
2: Create a list of communications including both thread to thread communication
(ti , tj , etc (ti , tj )) and thread to virtual page access (ti , vpj , evpa (ti , vpj )) communication.
3: Sort the both list of communication pairs together in non-increasing order of their
weight (or cost).
4: //******** Phase 1 ********//
5: while All the DRAM slices not got mapped at least one virtual page do
6:
Take the top (ti , vpj , evpa (ti , vpj ) pair.
7:
if The chosen pair have thread value already mapped then
8:
Map the virtual page to the DRAM slice near to the mapped cores.
9:
else if The selected pair has a virtual page already mapped then
10:
Map the thread to the nearest free core to the DRAM slice of the virtual
page.
11:
else
12:
Choose a un-mapped DRAM slice, map the virtual page to the DRAM slice
and thread to core near to the DRAM slice.
13:
end if
14: end while
15: //******** Phase 2 ********//
16: while All the thread not got mapped do
17:
Take a top pair from sorted combined list of communication pairs.
18:
if One of item (thread or virtual page) of the pair is already mapped then
19:
Map the other item of the pair accordingly.
20:
else
21:
If the pair is a evpa (ti , vpj ) pair then find a core-DRAM slice pair where
distance is minimum and allocate them.
22:
If the pair is a etc (ti , tj ) pair then allocate them to nearby cores.
23:
end if
24: end while
25: //******** Phase 3 ********//
26: Map rest of the un-mapped virtual pages using Algorithm 2.
27: return X and Y

buffer overflow attacks. ASLR randomizes the location where system executables
are loaded into memory. In the ASLR process, the OS map different virtual address
to data for various executions of the same executable by just adding a random number
of pads to stack and heap area. In such cases, Evpa (ti , vpj ) will be different for different execution of the same application. So in the profile based application mapping,
we disable ASLR to ensure that for every run of the application, application’s data
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get mapped to the same virtual addresses.
In general, the simulated processor of the Sniper simulator generates the 64-bit
virtual address. This 64-bit virtual address gets converted to newer form of virtual
address, with 16-bit application id, 36-bit virtual page number and 12-bit offset for
4 KB page size (as mentioned and used in Sniper simulator [23]). The higher 24
bits of 36-bit virtual page number get randomized using an address randomization
table which contains each 0 to 255 number only once in the same order. From this
randomized address, 32nd and 33rd bit decides the DRAM slices and this mapping is
static (the values 00, 01, 10 and 11 for DRAM slice number zero, one, two, and three
respectively for the system with 4 DRAM slices). So the fixed part of the virtual
address is lower 24-bits, which means a chunk of 16 MB data (212 continuous virtual
pages) get mapped to a DRAM slice. However, in our case, we modify the simulator
to use a 12-bit page offset, 20-bit virtual page number and 32-bit tag bit, and a virtual
page can go to any DRAM slices by our mapping process.
To evaluate our profile-based mapping, we require to include the thread to core
mapping table (TCT: thread to core table, or X as described in Section 4.1), and
virtual page to the physical page table (VMT: virtual page to memory slice table
or Y as outlined in Section 4.1). The inclusion of the thread to the core mapping
table (TCT) for an application is done at the application level at the time of the
application execution. We have modified the source code of PARSEC, SPLASH2 and, Cilk runtime scheduler to take the thread-to-core-mapping table (TCT) as
one of the optional inputs, and it uses that. However, for providing user-defined
page table (or the VMT, virtual page to DRAM slice) for the application, we had
modified the simulator to accept the VMT table at the time of the simulation. The
modified simulator uses our user-supplied page table for address translation and page
mapping so that the virtual page get mapped to the desired DRAM slice of considered
configuration.

4.4
4.4.1

Result and Overhead Analysis
Result Analysis

Figure 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show normalized on-chip communication cost for the different
thread to core mapping and virtual page to physical page techniques for benchmarks
on 4×4, 6×6, and 8×8 mesh architecture respectively.
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Parameters
NOC Topology
Processor IPC
NOC link bandwidth
Size of Processor load-store Queue
Overall on-chip 3D-stacked DRAM memory size
Cache replacement policy (L1, L2, L3)
Cache size (L1, L2, L3) in KB
DRAM directory type
Cache coherence protocol
Memory Contention considered

Values
2D Mesh
1
16 (bits/cycle)
8
1 GB
LRU
(32, 64, 512 respectively)
Full map
MOESI
No

Table 4.2: Default CMP system configuration parameters
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Figure 4.2: Normalized communication cost on 4 × 4 CMP system
The “Min” values in the bar graphs shown by Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5
represents the normalized overall communication cost having maximum reduction
due to the applied mapping techniques that suit the benchmarks in the particular
figure. “Original” is used to represent the normalized overall communication cost
when there is no optimization is used, in this case, thread to the core and virtual page
to memory slice mapping used are system generated. Moreover, “Thread,” “Page,”
“Thread-Page,” and “Combined” are used to represent reduced normalized overall
communication cost due to the thread to core mapping, virtual page to memory slice
mapping, virtual page mapping followed by thread mapping and, combined thread
and virtual page mapping respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized communication cost on 6 × 6 CMP system
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Figure 4.4: Normalized communication cost on 8 × 8 CMP system
As the memory access cost dominates the overall communication cost, only
thread to core mapping is not effective. Also, for some cases, the overall communication cost increases due to only thread to core mapping, and this can be seen from
Figure 4.2. The overall communication cost for “fluidanimate” benchmark increase
when we apply the thread to core optimization as compared to default thread to
core mapping. As the ”Thread” only mapping considers number of communications
between thread to thread and completely ignores the communication due to memory page accesses by the threads. Therefore, for some benchmarks, ”Thread” only
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Figure 4.5: Normalized communication cost for multi-application workload, where
f, c, h, l, g and m are fft, cholesky, heat, lu, magic and matmul benchmark respectively from Cilk
mapping reduces the thread communication cost by minimizing the distance between
threads. However, hop-to-hop distance between threads and memory pages increases
due to the thread only mapping, which results in the increase of the page access
communication cost. Therefore, for some benchmarks, overall communication cost
(which is sum of thread communication cost and page access communication cost)
increases.
When we use the virtual page to DRAM slice mapping optimization, almost for
all the benchmarks, the overall communication cost reduces the minimum of 26%
and the maximum of 86% with an average of 56% for all 16, 36 and 64 core CMP
configurations.
We have also tested our approach on mixed workload (randomly chosen from
Cilk benchmarks) on 4 × 4 system to check the benefits due to virtual page mapping,
and Figure 4.5 show a significant improvement. For mix multi-threaded workloads,
the overall communication cost reduces a minimum of 47% and a maximum of 74%
with an average of 64% for 16 cores configuration.
Thread to core mapping (using the simulated annealing method) reduces the
overall on-chip communication cost up to 26% and an average of 12%. Whereas,
other better thread to core mapping techniques (for example using Ant colony optimization (ACO) [41]) can give only 15% to 20% better result (with large execution
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time overhead) as compared to this approach. As a virtual page to DRAM slice mapping dominates the overall communication cost, any good approach of thread to core
mapping solve our purpose.
Fig. 4.6, shows that overall execution time of the applications before and after the
virtual page mapping on 8×8 CMP system. Here, reduction in the overall application
execution time is almost negligible as compared to the on-chip communication cost,
as the DRAM memory access latency is dominating the hop to hop traversal latency.
The overall on-chip communication cost does not include any dominating parameter as overall execution time is having. The overall execution time parameter
includes three main components, (1) time elapsed at processing core (includes private
cache access time, time to process the data etc. at the processor), (2) time elapsed
during on-chip network traversal, and (3) time elapsed during DRAM memory access.
Moreover, the virtual page mapping only reduces the on-chip hop-to-hop network
traversal by reducing the remote accesses, and not the DRAM memory access time as
well as execution time at the processor. So, when we consider the overall execution
time optimization then the DRAM memory access time along with the execution time
at the processor dominates the on-chip traversal time. Therefore, the effect of virtual
page mapping on overall execution time is not that much significant as compared to
the on-chip communication cost. If the hop-to-hop network traversal time dominates
the DRAM access time as well as execution time at the processing core then the
improvement in execution time is going to be significant. In the next chapter, we
further explore this performance parameter by using the SRAM buffer.
As reported in [38], NOC consumes 40% power of large CMP, so the reduction of
overall on-chip communication cost by an average of 56% and 64% reduces power consumption by an average of 22% and 27% for single applications and multi-application
respectively.

4.4.2

Overhead Analysis

In the profile based mapping, we require two profiling counters to get the core to core
communication amount Etc and core to virtual page access count Evpa . Virtual page
to physical page mapping algorithm is also need to be changed a bit. In our case, as
we have assumed M DRAM slices in the system (total DRAM of 1GB), so the size
of each DRAM slice is d1/Me GB. The operating system page replacement algorithm
needs to allocate a frame for the required logical page from the specified DRAM slices.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized overall execution time on 8 × 8 CMP system
In table Y (result of virtual page to DRAM slice mapping), for the virtual pages vp ∈
VP has any one of the corresponding value from {0, 1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)} which specifies
the DRAM slices to which vp is mapped.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, different types of thread to the core and virtual page to DRAM slice
mapping have been performed. The evaluation result shows that virtual page to
DRAM slice mapping is more effective as compared to the thread to core mapping
in overall communication cost reduction. Virtual page to DRAM slice mapping and
thread to core mapping reduces overall on-chip communication cost up to 86% (average 56%) and 26% (average 12%) respectively. Moreover, in the next chapter, we
perform the self-adaptive run-time application mapping and consider communication
cost along with the execution time as the performance metric, and try to minimize
them.
�������
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5
Self-adaptive Run-time Page Mapping
Clearly, there are two approaches to make the computation faster in the multiprocessor environment, one is to schedule the thread on to the core where data
is available and other is migrate the data where thread is requesting. There is a
trade-off between these approaches based on the target application and multiprocessor system. In the large cluster systems with many parallel threads and running
with huge amount of data, balancing mix type threads (i.e compute bound, memory
bound and i/o bound threads) between the processors is beneficial [120]. Therefore,
for such systems, run-time thread migration to perform the balancing of the threads
gives higher performance.
However, in our case, the target applications are shared multi-threaded in nature and need to be run on large CMP systems having larger 3D-stacked memories.
Therefore, run-time thread mapping does not improves the system performance very
significantly. The conclusion of Chapter 4 explains the same, which makes it clear
that the overall communication cost reduction due to the virtual page mapping is
significantly higher as compared to the reduction due to the thread mapping.
In addition, authors in [47], have described that the overheads associated with
destroying a thread, transferring thread state (consist of a program counter, a set of
registers, and a stack of procedure records containing variables local to each procedure), creating a new thread and initiating remote execution make run-time thread
migration relatively tricky. Also, in phase-wise dynamic run-time mapping the num57
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ber of phases can be large and performing thread to core mapping those many times
may cumulatively cause larger overheads. Therefore, in this chapter, we consider only
virtual page to memory mapping along with the default system generated thread to
core mapping.
Research works in [29, 11, 105], shows that most of the application exhibits
phase-wise behavior during their run-time. In other words, the application run-time
execution manifests similar behavior within each phase and shows distinct characteristics between different execution phases. Therefore, the profile-based static mapping
may not always be suitable for the complete duration of the application execution.
Moreover, in the profile based static mapping, the application needs to be run at least
once to get the profiled data.
Therefore, based on the facts (a) overall communication cost (Ccomm +Cmac ) is
dominated by Cmac , (b) costly thread migration, (c) phase-wise behavior, and (d)
unsuitable static mapping, in this Chapter we consider a 3D-stacked DRAM based
CMP system and propose a self-adaptive run-time page mapping technique to mitigate the larger network traversal latency incurred while accessing the remote data.
Further, to reduce the larger DRAM access latency, we have also proposed the use
of an auxiliary small SRAM buffer and squarely performed a comparative study with
the coherent DRAM cache model [30]. The auxiliary SRAM buffer (M buf f , and
termed as mapping buffer) stores the frequently accessed cache blocks and works as
a cache of the 3D-stacked DRAM memory slices. Therefore, the auxiliary SRAM
buffer causes the self-adaptive run-time page (data) mapping to be more effective by
turning a DRAM access latency into SRAM access latency.

5.1

Problem Formulation

Consider, the multi-threaded application representation model AGV P (T, VP, Etc ,
Evpa ), as given in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. In addition with the target CMP representation model CM IG(Ccc , EEcc ) associated to the (a) 3D-stacked DRAM based
CMP and (b) 3D-stacked DRAM based CMP having SRAM buffer, as given in Section
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 of Chapter 3 respectively. The aim of our run-time mapping approach
is to map the application AGV P on to target architecture CM IG to improve the
performance. As communication cost Cmac due to the page mapping dominates the
communication cost Ccomm , so we need to design a run-time page mapping tech58
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nique that considers the amount of thread to virtual page access edges evpa (ti , vpj )
∈ Evpa and ignores the thread to thread communication edges etc (ti , tj ) ∈ Etc of the
AGV P (T, VP, Etc , Evpa ). In run-time page mapping, a page may get mapped to
different memory slices at different time instances of the application execution. So,
value of Y [vpj ] (defined in last Chapter 4) may not be fixed during the application
execution.
Given page access requests (for cache blocks) to page vpj by thread ti at a time
instant t, we formulate (1) total time TL2M,total , and (2) total communication cost
CCost due to the memory page accesses generated after the last level cache misses
over the application run-time. Our objective in this chapter is to reduce the total
time TT otal and total communication cost CCost due to the memory page accesses after
the run-time page mapping.
The miss latency Tmiss (ti , vpj ) incurred for thread ti due to the last level cache
(LLC) miss for the page vpj at time instant t, can be calculated as follows.

Tmiss (ti , vpj ) = distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )).LH2H + [LM B + M RM B .LDRAM ].

(5.1)

Where X(ti ) is the core vertex associated to the core having mapped thread ti .
Yt (vpj ) is the core vertex adjacent to DRAM memory slice having mapped page vpj
at a time instant t. Term distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) is the Manhattan distance between
core vertex associated to X(ti ) and Yt (vpj ). The term LM B is the M buf f access
latency to access the block from the M buf f , and the term LDRAM is the DRAM
access latency to access the cache block of a page. M RM B is the M buf f miss rate
and LH2H is the hop to hop traversal latency. The latency to access a cache block
means the time to get the cache block from higher level memory to the requested
place.
Further, as most of the applications exhibit run-time phase-wise behavior, for
simplicity suppose that the run-time of an application can be divided into multiple
phases (or epochs) of fixed length. Therefore, using Equation 5.1, the total latency
overhead Tepo,i in a time epoch epo incurred (due to inter-node latency and memory
read/write latency) while serving the L2 cache misses from thread ti (mapped to core
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ci ) can be given as follows
|VP|−1

Tepo,i =

X

h
i
ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )). Tmiss (ti , vpj ) ,

(5.2)

j=0

Where ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )) is the number of page access request generated due to the
L2 cache misses from thread ti to the virtual page vpj in a time epoch epo. Term
VP represents the set of virtual pages or total number of pages corresponding to the
multi-threaded application.
For an application with E number of phases (or time epochs) of the total execution time, the overall sum of miss latencies TOverAll,i associated with the L2 cache
miss from the thread ti (mapped to core ci ) is given as follows
TOverAll,i =

E
X

Tepo,i .

(5.3)

epo=1

Therefore, considering the parallel execution of the multi-threaded applications
on to the CMP and overlapped long latency L2 cache misses from each core ti ∈ T ,
the total time (due to the memory accesses) TL2M,total of the application can be given
as following:
TL2M,total = M ax(TOverAll,i , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1}).

(5.4)

Where M ax gives the maximum value among all the TOverAll,i values. Therefore,
TL2M,total is a reasonable estimate even if many page request happens in parallel from
different threads. The goal of the mapping and M buf f is to reduce the TL2M,total of
the CMP system.
The research in [51] revealed that the NOC consumes about 28% of the onchip power considering the Intel Terascale 80-core chip multiprocessor. Also, the
result of Chapter 4 shows that the communication cost due to the memory page
access dominates the on-chip communication cost associated with the thread to thread
communication. Therefore, the communication cost due to the memory page access
can be evaluated by (5.5).
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CCost =

E N
−1 X
X
X

ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )).distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )).

(5.5)

epo=1 i=0 ∀j∈VP

Equation 5.5, shows that CCost value can be reduced by decreasing the Manhattan distance distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) (or hop-to-hop count). For chip multiprocessors having larger core count, efficient mapping and hybrid interconnect can reduce
distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) significantly which in turn reduce the on-chip power consumption.
Our main aim in this chapter is to map the virtual pages to the memory slices
(DRAM with SRAM buffer) dynamically at the run-time so that memory access
latency after the last level cache along with the on-chip communication can be minimized, and therefore total execution time of the application and chip power consumption get minimized.

5.2

Self-adaptive Run-time Page Mapping

Consider, the virtual page vpj ∈ VP mapped to a physical page ppj ∈ PP associated
to the DRAM slice mi ∈ {m0 , m1 , · · · , mM −1 }. If access request to a cache block
(associated to page vpj ) from a thread ti ∈ T get an L2 cache miss, then the processor
sends cache block access request (associated to the virtual page address of the page
vpj ) to the MC of the respective DRAM slice. The processor gets the information
about MC for the page vpj from the local TLB of the processor using its virtual
address. Moreover, virtual page means complete virtual page address and is used
interchangeably throughout the thesis.
For each such L2 cache miss associated to pair (ti , vpj ), this Section presents the
adaptive run-time page mapping on to the target CMP system having 3D-stacked
DRAM memory. We have considered phase-wise behavior of the multi-threaded application to perform the mapping. To achieve our goal, we have modified the architecture of the memory controller unit associated with each 3D-stacked DRAM slice.
The modified architecture of the memory controller (MC) for the target 3D-stacked
DRAM memory based CMP system is shown in Fig. 5.1. It has three extra hardware
units, specifically (a) page access unit, (b) profiling unit, and (c) page placement unit.
The working of the modified MC can be divided into two parts, namely: (a) page
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access, and run-time profiling and, (b) page mapping, migration and TLB update.
The following Sub-sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 explains the working in detail.

5.2.1

Page Access and Run-Time Profiling

Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode of the steps associated with the page access and
run-time profiling mechanism at each MC.
Page Access: To serve each L2 cache miss associated to pair (ti , vpj ), at the
current MC, migration controller of the page access unit checks the status of the
page in the migrated list of the MC. The migrated page list can be easily implemented
by an array of one-bit Boolean value for each active virtual pages and represented as
M ig[vpj ] array. The true value of M ig[vpj ] is interpreted as the page vpj is migrated
to some other DRAM memory slice. Therefore, migration controller forwards such
access request (M ig[vpj ] = 1) to another appropriate DRAM memory slice, with the
target DRAM slice number given by Loc[vpj ] (detail of calculation of the Loc[vpj ] is
given in next Sub-section).
Further, if M ig[vpj ] = 0, then page access request goes to the corresponding
MC associated with the memory slice. So, if the page is present in the DRAM slice,
then the access request is served. Otherwise, MC sends a not-found message to the
requesting core. The requesting core needs to update its TLB based on the current
value of the global page table, and the core initiates re-request.
Run-time Profiling: In parallel with page access mechanism, for each L2 cache
miss associated to pair (ti , vpj ) run-time profiling is also performed by the profiling
unit. We have used two groups of the profiling counters namely (a) group of the
current epoch profile-counters Ccntr , and (b) group of the previous epoch profilecounters Pcntr , to profile the page access information. All the current epoch profilecounters CSN um (where, CSN um ∈ Ccntr , ∀ SN um ∈ {0, …, M -1}) associated with the
(vp, pp) and SN um (derived from CST array) are incremented for each access request
pair (ci , vpj ) at the respective memory controller. Core to slice table (CST ) gives the
value of the 3D-stacked memory slice number SN um for each core. The value SN um
is corresponding to the 3D-stacked memory slice number which is closely associated
(or local) to the core indexed by 1D-array (further details of CST array is explained
in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.1: Memory controller (naive MC with new mapping hardware)
Algorithm 4 :Page Access and Run-time Profiling
1: if M ig[vpj ] is set for vpj (marked as migrated) then
2:
Forwards this access request to Loc[vpj ] DRAM slice.
3:
Finish the access request from the current MC for vpj .
4: else
5:
if Page is found in DRAM memory slice then
6:
Serve the request from DRAM memory slice.
7:
else
8:
MC sends not-found message to the requesting core.
9:
Requesting core updates TLB based on current global page table value.
10:
Re-initialize the access request based on newer TLB value.
11:
end if
12: end if
13: Profile counters Ccntr is incremented.

5.2.2

Page Mapping, Migration and TLB Update

In this Sub-section, we describe the working of the page placement unit to decide
on the mapping of a page vpj at the end of an epoch. Furthermore, we explain page
migration and TLB update mechanism. Algorithm 5 shows the steps that need to be
performed at the end of each phase (or epoch).
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Algorithm 5 :Page Mapping Decision Making
1: On getting EpoOver trigger pulse (EpoOver = 1)
2: for Each active page vpj do
3:
Calculate Cor[vpj ] using Equation 5.6.
4:
if Cor[vpi ] > CorT hr then
5:
Target DRAM slice is calculated using Loc[vpj ].
6:
Initiate page migration for vpj
7:
After the end of page migration, set M ig[vpj ] = 1.
8:
Update the global page table for page vpj as per the calculated Loc[vpj ]
value.
9:
end if
10: end for
11: Pcntr =Ccntr and Ccntr =0;
Page Mapping: At the end of each phase (or epoch) the EpoOver get triggered
by pulse and the page placement process get initiated. The page placement unit takes
the decision about the mapping of a page vpj . For each active page (or frame) vpj
(for active page vpj , ω(evpa (ti , vpj )) 6=0 for at least one ti ∈ T) of the DRAM memory
slice, the page placement unit starts taking the decision about the mapping for the
page vpj .
Mapping decision of an active virtual page vpj is performed by calculating the
correlation value Cor[vpj ] among the values of current epoch profiling counter Ccntr
and values of the previous epoch profiling counter Pcntr . Equation 5.6 is used to
calculate the value of Cor[vpj ].
Cor[vpj ] = |(P0 − C0 )| + · · · + |(PM −1 − CM −1 )|,

(5.6)

where, CSN um ∈ Ccntr and PSN um ∈ Pcntr for SN um ∈ {0, 1, …, (M-1)} and a page
(vpj , ppj ), as shown in Fig. 5.1.
For any virtual page vpj , migration decision is calculated by answering the question Cor[vpj ] > CorT hr , where CorT hr is a parameter value. CorT hr is used to select
the pages for the mapping that are having a larger effect (higher Cor[vpj ] values)
on to the latency and avoiding the migration of the less effective pages. Therefore,
for a virtual page vpj , if vpj is an active virtual page and Cor[vpj ] > CorT hr is
“TRUE” then the target DRAM slice for that page vpj is calculated. The value of
target DRAM slice Loc[vpj ] for a page vpj is calculated by using IndexM ax(CSN um
| ∀ SN um ∈ {0, …, M -1}), which gives the index SN um associated to the DRAM
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Figure 5.2: Shared centralized TLB and distributed private TLB organization of a
4 × 4 system
slice having maximum CSN um value. The cores covered by this DRAM slice together
requested the maximum number of access request (LLC misses) to the page vpj in
the current time epoch.
Page Migration: Further, page migration for vpj is initiated with the calculated
target DRAM slice value Loc[vpj ]. It takes time to migrate a page of size about 4KB
from one DRAM slice to other, so we have used grace-full page migration (or live page
migration). In live page migration, access to the page from source DRAM slice is not
stopped immediately when it is being migrated to destination DRAM slice. Page
access to the requested page can be served from the destination DRAM slice only
after the completion of the migration. Therefore, once the page vpj is completely
migrated to destination DRAM slice, this page is marked as migrated by setting
M ig[vpj ]=1.
TLB Update Mechanism: After each phase and following the page migration,
the global page table gets modified. Therefore, TLB needs to be updated as default
TLB update algorithm does not work. There are two ways to solve this problem.
Figure 5.2 shows two categories of TLB organizations: (a) one centralized shared
TLB and along with private TLB with each core and (b) only private TLB with each
core.
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Centralized TLB is similar to shared last level TLB, as explained in [72]. In the
case of shared central TLB organization, at the beginning of every time epoch, the
shared central TLB gets updated by all the MCs. Each MC updates their list of the
page to be migrated (or migrated), and all the page migrations occur at one go at
the beginning of the epoch.
Whenever there is access to a virtual page from a core for the first time in current
epoch time (phase), the request goes to shared central TLB to get the updated page
mapping information about the to be access page. After getting the updated page
mapping information, the requested core update its local TLB. After that, access to
the same page by using the local TLB. If there is a miss in shared centralize TLB,
then the core needs to initialize to bring the virtual page from higher memory or disk
into the memory slice local to the core and update the local TLB shared centralized
TLB and access the page. Any page miss in local TLB needed to go to shared
centralized TLB. The list of communications happened in case of shared centralized
TLB organization are:
• Every epoch, all the MCs need to update their list of migration (or placement
change) in the shared centralized TLB.
• For every access to a virtual page from the core for the first time in the current
epoch, it needs to to get the updated information from shared centralized TLB
and access the page from the required DRAM slice.
• All page miss at local processor need to go to Centralized TLB and if there is
miss in centralized TLB, the page needed to be brought from secondary storage
(or hard disk) and be updated in centralized TLB and local TLB.
Area cost of the shared centralized TLB is higher, as in this method of TLB, we
need to store most of the page table or union of all the local TLBs. Also, it needs to
update all the updated information in every time epoch.
In the case of only private TLBs, the updated information about the pages
remapping (or migration), need to send to each core, so that each core can update
their local TLB. This update can be done in either immediately at the beginning of
the time epoch or in a lazy manner based on the on-demand approach.
• Broadcast Method: In this approach, at the start of every time epoch, each
MC send their list of page migration to all the cores. If we assume the number
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of page migrations in an epoch to be limited by a threshold (small numbers),
then all the page migrations from the MC can be clubbed together and send the
single update message to each core. Otherwise one can use the directory-based
TLB update, where update information gets send from MC to cores selectively
[72].
• Lazy Method: In this approach, at the beginning of every time epoch, each MC
update their list and create a to be migrated list. It does not update to any
core immediately. Whenever a page request comes to the MC from a core, if the
requested page is migrated to other memory slices, then it forwards this page
access request to appropriate MC based on the global page table entry (that got
updated after a migration). Moreover, after receiving the page from forwarded
MC, the core updates his local TLB. For simplicity, we have considered a lazy
method to update the TLB.
Whenever there is a local TLB miss at some core, the core needs to get information about the availability of the virtual page from the global page table, as page table
has latest updated page entry. Also, if there is no page table entry found in the page
table, then page fault get triggered, and the page entry is brought to nearest DRAM
slice from external secondary memory, and page table gets updated accordingly.
In case of the physically addressed cache, tags, as well as cache blocks, need to be
updated if the pages get migrated from one memory location to another. Therefore, to
enable the run-time page mapping and their migrations, we have considered virtually
addresses caches instead of physically addressed.

5.2.3

Experimental Setup

In this work, we have used the Sniper simulator[23] platform to configure the considered target chip multiprocessor architecture. The architecture configuration used is
64 core (8 × 8) CMP system with four MC, each controlling 1GB of DRAM. Moreover, our method is also applicable to larger CMP systems with their optimal (can be
decided using [90, 5]) number of MCs and placements. Each simulated processor is
configured with Intel Xeon X550 Gainestown micro-architecture, and other configuration parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Moreover, we modeled the MC, associated
hardware, and performance overheads inside the simulator.
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Table 5.1: System configuration parameters
Parameters
Number of tiles
Number of cores per tile
Frequency of each core
Number of threads per core
Overall 3D-stacked DRAM
DRAM directory type
Cache block size
Coherence protocol at L2 Level
Mapping-buffer access latency
DRAM access latency LDRAM
Hop-to-hop latency LH2H
Value for CorT hr

Values
64
1
2.66GHz
1
4GB, 1GB per DC
Full map
64 bytes
MESI
24 CPU cycles
410 CPU cycles
18 CPU cycles
75

For evaluation, we have used workloads from the multi-threaded PARSEC [14]
and SPLASH-2 [118] benchmark suits. Workloads from the PARSEC [14] and SPLASH2 [118] benchmark suits which generate a higher number of last level cache misses
(private L2 cache in our case) are used for the performance evaluation. We run the
multi-threaded workloads with simlarge input for 1010 instruction count.
For simplicity, we have considered the duration of each epoch as 107 cycles to
trigger the page mapping evaluation. Epoch value 107 is chosen for experimental
evaluation as the larger value may omit some phases and latency reduction benefits of
page mapping associated with these phases. Moreover, a lower value may result in no
page migrations and can cause additional latency overhead needed for the evaluation.
Our work is not restricted to any specific phase detection technique. Our considered
target architecture along with the adaptive run-time page mapping, can work with
any good phase detection technique, as given in [29, 11].

5.2.4

Results

Figure 5.3 shows normalized communication cost for different benchmarks using runtime dynamic virtual page mapping to DRAM slices on 4 × 4 CMP system and we
got similar results for 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 CMP system. Normalized communication cost
for benchmarks without mapping (referred as “before”) is 100 for all the benchmarks.
With run-time dynamic mapping, the normalized communication cost reduction is
80%, 82%, 83% for ferret benchmark with correlation threshold value 100, 50, and
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic run-time page mapping considering 4 × 4 CMP
Benchmarks
lu.cont
Omp-fft
Cilk-heat
Blackholes
swaptions

Naive
CCost
9.871 × 109
1.514 × 107
3.013 × 1010
2.612 × 109
1.013 × 1011

Opt Num- Migr STLB Bcast Lazy
CCost Migr CCost CCost CCost CCost
8.324 × 109
64 18384 6184 30920 7748
7
0.703 × 10
43 11008 2272 11360 2848
10
1.674 × 10
169 43264 7176 35880 9004
0.824 × 109 105 26880 2600 13000 3258
0.510 × 1011
81 20736 3360 16800 4210

Table 5.2: Communication cost (CCost) overhead of different TLB organization and
policies for 4 × 4 2D mesh, due to respective operation
20, respectively. Run-time dynamic page mapping results in the reduction of memory
access cost by 40%, 80%, 42%, 24%, 52%, 18% and 42% for blckschole, ferret, swaption, fluidanimate, barnes, lucount, and radiosity respectively. Also, improvement
using lower correlation threshold is not impressive. So correlation threshold of 100 is
sufficient, and we do not need to go for correlation threshold values 20 and 50. The
lower value of correlation threshold results in more migrations, but they may not be
useful to the reduction of overall on-chip communication cost.
Table 5.2 shows the communication cost overhead of different TLB organization
and policies. Column two and three shows overall communication cost due to page
access with default static mapping (without page mapping optimization) and with
run-time dynamic page mapping to memory slice optimization, respectively. Column
4 shows the number of page migration happened for the benchmarks.
Column 5 shows the worst-case page migration cost for the applications. Page
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migration cost is also less than 0.01% of the overall on-chip communication cost
due to page access. Column 6, 7, and 8 show the communication cost overhead
of applications for shared centralized TLB, the broadcast approach of TLB update
with only local TLB organization, and lazy (or on-demand) approach of TLB update
with only local TLB organization respectively. We can see that the communication
cost overhead for application is less than 0.01% of overall communication cost due
to page access. So any method of TLB organization works for the smaller number
of page migrations (when the threshold on correlation is higher even if the overall
communication cost reduction is above 50%). Shared centralized TLB require extra
hardware to store at least the union of all the local TLB of cores.

5.3

Comparison with Coherent DRAM Cache

In addition to the communication cost CCost analysis in the previous Section 5.2,
in this Section we perform a comparative study between our proposed self-adaptive
run-time page mapping and a recent state-of-art work proposed by Chou et al. [30].
This comparative study is performed to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed selfadaptive run-time page mapping. Overall application execution time is used as the
performance metric to perform the comparative study in this Section.
In [30], authors have proposed a framework called CANDY and used the 3Dstacked DRAM memory as a coherence cache in the CMP system to analyze the
speedup of the system. Further, to avoid the coherence directory access related overheads for the large DRAM cache, they have proposed a technique that uses on-chip
SRAM based buffer to store the frequently accessed cache directory information.
Therefore, we have considered the on-chip SRAM based buffer and re-proposed to
use it as a cache of the DRAM memory slice, while performing the page mapping.
Each SRAM based buffer or mapping buffer (M buf f ) stores (or caches) the frequently
accessed cache blocks of the pages associated with the DRAM memory slices and mitigates the large DRAM access latency. Mapping buffers introduced at every individual
DRAM memory slice is having a single and distinct copy of the cache blocks. There
is no two mapping buffers (associated to two different 3D-stacked memory slices) that
can have same copy of a cache block. Therefore, each mapping buffer is having single
and distinct cache block stored in it.
Moreover, the coherence maintenance is used at the private last level processor
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caches, and we have used MESI cache coherence protocol to maintain the consistency.
Also, the size of overall last level cache is in few MBs; so the size of coherence directory
to maintain the consistency is very small (in few kb).
To achieve the goal of this Section, we have modified the self-adaptive runtime page mapping technique by placing the M buf f into the page access unit of
the modified MC. Fig. 5.4 shows the modified page access unit, which is having
M buf f in it. Therefore, the working of the modified MC associated to the modified
self-adaptive run-time page mapping which considers the M buf f is exactly same as
described in Section 5.2 except the changes in the page access unit.
Therefore, for an access request corresponding to the (ti ,vpj ) pair at the MC, if
the modified page access unit founds that the M ig[vpj ]=0 then M buf f is checked to
get the corresponding cache block entry (associated to page vpj ). So, if the entry is
found in M buf f (a hit in M buf f ), then the latency to access the page is less as it
is an SRAM buffer access. On the other hand, if the entry is not found in M buf f
(a miss in M buf f ), then the page access request goes to the corresponding DRAM
slice. After serving the request from DRAM memory slice, associated M buf f is get
updated for the future references. The latency to access the page in case of M buf f
miss is the sum of SRAM buffer access latency and DRAM access latency.
To mitigate the large DRAM memory access latency, we require a high hit rate
for the M buf f . The hit rate of M buf f mainly depends on its interaction with DRAM
memory for the page request and its size. For simplicity, we have used a temporal
locality-based technique to insert a cache block into M buf f and maximize the hit
rate. To exploit temporal locality, we have used the LRU algorithm for cache block
insertion into the M buf f . As most of the cache block access requests (supposed to be
DRAM access) get served by the M buf f , so the number of access to DRAM memory
reduces which reduces the overall access latency.
We have used a full associative M buf f that uses the Least Recently Used (LRU)
algorithm. Whenever a cache block is referred and is not present in M buf f , it is
fetched from DRAM and inserted using the LRU algorithm. However, searching full
associative M buf f for a referred cache block is time-consuming. In this case, we do
not use set-associative M buf f which may degrade the performance by replacing a
cache block that is least recently used in a particular set and not from the whole
M buf f . Therefore, we have used full associative M buf f with the facility to lookup 16 cache blocks at a time in parallel while searching for a cache block. Although
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Figure 5.4: Overview of 16KB M buf f
searching more cache blocks in parallel makes M buf f look-up time small, but it incurs
some hardware overhead (in terms of the parallel comparator circuit). Therefore, we
have used searching 16 entries at a time for faster look-up while incurring hardware
overhead of only 16 comparators. Fig. 5.4, shows an example of 16KB M buf f . It
is having facility to look-up 16 blocks in parallel (this parallel blocks are P B0 , P B1 ,
· · · , P B15 ) at a time while looking for a cache block entry. For the size of 64 bytes
cache block, the M buf f (of 16KB) have space for 256 cache blocks, so the M buf f
uses 256-LRU method to insert a new cache block entry in a full associative fashion.
Also, once a page vpj is completely migrated to destination DRAM slice after the
page mapping, this page is marked as migrated by setting M ig[vpj ]=1. Moreover, all
the cache block entries associated to page vpj is flushed out from the current M buf f .

5.3.1

Results

Fig. 5.5 shows the normalized performance evaluation for different benchmarks.
Moreover, in Fig. 5.5, “BC”, “BC-Mbuff”, “DCC”, “CANDY-Dbuff”, “PMM” and,
“PMM-Mbuff” acronyms refers the following:
• BC (base-case for this work): DRAM is used to store only local data of
the memory node. Moreover, this method does not consider the run-time page
mapping and extra SRAM buffer.
• BC-Mbuff: DRAM is used to store the local data along with the use of
64KB SRAM buffer to store the frequently accessed cache blocks. However,
this method does not use run-time page mapping.
• DCC: DRAM is used as a coherent cache (stores local and remote data) with
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coherence directory within DRAM. However, this method does not use the runtime page mapping and extra SRAM buffer.
• CANDY-Dbuff: DRAM is used as a coherent cache (stores local and remote
data) along with the SRAM buffer to store the coherence directory information
(as proposed by Chou et al. in [30], and 8MB temporal SRAM buffer) and no
run-time page mapping is performed.
• PMM: DRAM stores only local data and run-time page mapping are performed
without any SRAM buffer.
• PMM-Mbuff (our method): DRAM stores local data along with the use of
adaptive run-time page mapping. Also, a 64KB SRAM buffer is used to store
the frequently accessed cache blocks.
Fig. 5.5 shows the performance comparison considering LDRAM =410 cycles and
LH2H =18 cycles. The DRAM access latency and the inter-node latency values are
considered based on the real system values [107, 131]. In Fig. 5.5, for the real systems,
method “PMM-Mbuff” outperforms “BC” by an average of 48%. “PMM” and “BCMbuff” methods improve performance by an average of 6% and 42% respectively
when compared to base-case. Moreover, when compared with “DCC” and “CANDYDbuff” our method “PMM-Mbuff” shows an average improvement of about 43% and
40% respectively.
Our method “PMM-Mbuff” shows the performance improvement due to, first, the
page migrations towards nearest DRAM slice, and this causes a significant reduction
in the inter-node latency. Second, the substantial reductions due to the low latency
of M buf f for all the DRAM references. “DCC” also improves an average of about
8% over the base-case. However, due to the DRAM access latency overhead of the
larger DRAM based coherence directory and extra invalidation overhead, it does not
performs well and some times it may degrade the performance of the benchmark (for
example, facesim). “CANDY-Dbuff” uses an SRAM based buffer to reduce the DRAM
based coherence directory access latency, and it improves an average of about 10% (for
temporal locality method) over base case. However, “CANDY-Dbuff” again possess
extra SRAM buffer latency overhead (to access the coherence directory information)
which is not present in our method. Moreover, our approach reduces the remote data
access latency and DRAM access latency by utilizing the page mapping and M buf f ,
respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Overall normalized execution time for different benchmarks, average is
reported as “AVG”
We performed a sensitivity study for the size of M buf f . Fig. 5.6 shows an
example of the M buf f hit rate for its different size (in KB). The larger size of M buf f
is better as it gives a higher hit rate; however, its SRAM based on-die architecture
makes its larger size costlier. Therefore, we have used 16KB M buf f per memory
controller, which is giving an average hit rate of about 80% for all the benchmarks.
Note that the use of the SRAM based M buf f and it’s 80% hit rate lowers the
average memory access time (AMAT) of the DRAM memory. Consider, the centers
of the four non-overlapping areas 17, 13, 50, and 46 as represented in Fig. 3.4,
the average hop-to-hop distance is assumed to be the average distance between the
DRAM slices. So, for a DRAM slice to any other DRAM slice, the average hop-tohop distance is 6, which is the average of the Manhattan distances between all the
DRAM slices (6= 5+5+8
based on XY-routing and Fig. 3.4). Therefore, using the
3

latency values from Table 5.1 and 80% M buf f hit rate, the AMAT of the DRAM
memory is 106 cycles (24 + 0.2 ×410) and average hop-to-hop network latency is 108
cycles (6×18). Moreover, without M buf f , the AMAT of the DRAM memory is 410
cycles. Thus, for the considered latency values (as given in Table 5.1), M buf f lowers
the AMAT of the DRAM memory and makes it comparable to the average network
latency value. When average network latency value is comparable or higher to the
AMAT of the DRAM memory, our method “PMM-Mbuff” performs better.
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Figure 5.6: Mapping-buffer hit rate for its different size
To analyze the effect of the DRAM access latency LDRAM as well as hop-tohop latency LH2H values, we performed further experiments considering some variations of LDRAM and LH2H values. Fig. 5.7(a) shows the result associated with the
LDRAM =210 cycles and LH2H =18 cycles. Similarly, Fig. 5.7(b) is associated with the
LDRAM and LH2H values of 410 cycles and 48 cycles respectively.
Considering the M buf f hit rate of 80% and SRAM access latency of 24 cycles,
the AMAT value of the DRAM memory is reduced to 106 cycles (24+0.2×410) corresponding to DRAM access latency LDRAM value of 410 cycles, which is about 75%
reduction. However, the AMAT value of the DRAM memory is reduced to 66 cycles
(24+0.2×210) corresponding to DRAM access latency LDRAM value of 210 cycles.
Therefore, benefits of the M buf f diminishes for the smaller value of the DRAM access latency LDRAM (or faster DRAM), as shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). In Fig.
5.7(a) and 5.7(b) the method “BC-Mbuff” reduces the execution time by an average
of 28% and 30% as compared to the “BC”; whereas, in Fig. 7.3, method “BC-Mbuff”
has reduced the execution time by an average of 42%. Moreover, methods “DCC”,
“CANDY-Dbuff”, and “PMM” in Fig. 5.7(a) performs almost similar to the as shown
in Fig. 5.5.
Further, Fig. 5.7(b) shows that methods “DCC”, “CANDY-Dbuff”, and “PMM”
reduces the execution time by an average of 19%, 29%, and 10% respectively as
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Figure 5.7: Overall normalized execution time considering different LDRAM and
LH2H values, average is reported as “AVG”
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compared to the “BC”. This increase in the execution latency reduction as compared
to the results shown by Fig. 5.5, is due to the larger dominating hop-to-hop latency
LH2H value. Also, it is evident from the result that the methods “DCC”, “CANDYDbuff”, and “PMM” perform better along with the increase in the hop-to-hop latency
LH2H value. Whereas, Fig. 5.7(c) shows that for LDRAM =410 cycles and LH2H =9
cycles, the methods “DCC”, “CANDY-Dbuff”, and “PMM” does not perform good
and improves performance by an average of 3.50%, 4.50%, and 3% as compared to
the “BC”; whereas, the method “PMM-Mbuff” outperforms the “BC” by an average
of 51%.

5.4

Performance and Area Overhead

In DRAM memory, row buffer miss rates (associated to the cache blocks) are usually
65% for the multi-threaded workloads. Therefore, page access latency is almost the
same as block access latency as most of the DRAM uses page mode access. Assuming
page mode DRAM and have row buffer size ≥ 4KB (otherwise, two or more DRAM
bank can be used to make the page size ≥ 4KB). Therefore, for 4KB page size and 64
bytes block size, each page migration incurs a latency overhead of only two DRAM
access latency (one at a source and another at a destination).
In almost all the contemporary CMPs, the standard size of the message (or
packet) for NOC is 64 bytes, therefore 64 packets needed to transfer a 4KB page.
Moreover, the maximum page migration cost associated with each page is 64 times
the maximum distance between the source memory slice and destination memory
slices. To avoid the additional network interconnect overhead, we have used the same
processor layer network for page migration.
In Table 5.3, column four shows the percentage of overall page migration calculated for the total number of L2 cache misses. It shows that migration due to run-time
adaptive page mapping incurs on an average 3.52% overhead as compared to the total
number of L2 cache misses. For simplicity and due to the small percentage of the total
number of page migration, we have not considered network contention due to page
migration. The live page migration proceeds in parallel with the application execution without pausing (or interrupting) it directly, therefore application performance
do not get affected by migration overheads (except due to some network traffic). The
number of page migration can also be regulated using CorT hr parameter value.
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Table 5.3: Example: Total number of L2 cache misses and page migration
Benchmarks
ocean.cont
ocean.ncont
vips
x264
facesim

# L2 Misses
1.19 × 108
1.79 × 108
2.99 × 107
2.98 × 107
8.99 × 107

# Migrations
1.66 × 106
5.67 × 106
1.86 × 105
1.53 × 105
7.11 × 105

Migration %
1.38%
3.15%
0.62%
0.51%
0.79%

Given a DRAM memory, consider a 4KB page and 4 DRAM slices (M =4) with
an overall size of Gsize =4GB, there are
require

4GB
4KB

4GB
4KB

number of physical pages. Therefore, we

× 2 × 4 number of 16 bit counters (associated with the C and C 0 group

of profiling counters), M +1 comparisons, M subtractions and M additions for the
4GB of DRAM memory. Moreover, for each physical page, it takes log2 (M ) cycles to
compute using M adder and comparator units. For M =4 number of DRAM slices,
the modified MC incurs a hardware overhead of 4 adders and comparator along with
the time overhead of 4 cycles. Also, to create the migration list M ig, we need an
overall of

4GB
4KB

bit or 128KB of memory space.

For profiling counters, we need 16MB memory space corresponding to 4GB of
DRAM, whereas for coherence directory of DRAM cache we need 256MB space for 64
byte cache block (26 bits for block identification ( 4GB
=
64B

232
26

= 226 cache blocks), 2 bits

to maintain coherence and 2 bits for DRAM slices per cache block) [30]. Moreover,
the M buf f causes an SRAM memory overhead of 64KB (16KB×4, for all the 4
M buf f s). So, area overhead in our case is significantly less as compared to the
architecture where DRAM is used as a coherent cache.
Table 5.4, summarizes the area overheads associated with the different components used in the modified DC. In Table 5.4, the first three columns from left show
the storage overhead associated with the profiling counters, migration (Mig) list, and
location (Loc.) array, respectively. Moreover, column four and five show the total
number of flip-flops (FFs) and look-up tables (LUTs) used to design the additional
controller components (including adder, comparator, subtractor, and basic finite state
machines (FSMs)) of the DC that performs the page mapping. We have used the Xilinx Vivado (version 2014.3.1) high-level synthesis (HLS) tool to estimate the area
overhead of the additional components. Also, from Table 5.4, we can see that controller area overhead (associated to the adders, comparators, subtractors, and basic
FSMs) are very less as compared to the storage area overhead (associated to the
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Table 5.4: Area overhead summary.
Storage
Profiling Counters
16MB

Mig. List
128KB

Loc. Array
256KB

Controller (including
Add., Sub. and Comp.)
# FFs
# LUTs
1207
1820

profiling counters, migration (Mig) list, and location (Loc.) array).

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a self-adaptive run-time page mapping on to the
3D-stacked DRAM memory based CMP system. Further, we have compared our
method with a recent state of work as proposed in [30]. Our results and analysis
show that the proposed method can be an alternative way to use the 3D-stacked
DRAM memory for current as well as future CMP systems.
The proposed self-adaptive run-time page mapping alone shows the communication cost reduction up to a maximum of 80% and an average of about 40% as compared to the base case method. Further, our self-adaptive run-time page mapping
together with the SRAM mapping buffer outperforms the base-case by an average
of 48% over base-case in terms of overall execution time. Also, most importantly,
the adaptive run-time mapping with the SRAM mapping buffer shows a performance
improvement by an average of 40% (in terms of overall execution time) when compared to 3D-stacked DRAM used as a coherent cache with temporal SRAM buffer, a
state-of-art work proposed by [30].
One important fact is that the most of the applications exhibit phase wise behaviour, but some applications may not have run time phase wise behaviour. For such
applications also our mapping approach will work and the proposed dynamic run time
mapping will behaves like static mapping 4, where one time optimized mapping will
happen.
�������
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6
Run-time Page Mapping Considering Hybrid Memory
Although 3D-stacked DRAM memory has various advantages, the power consumption of the 3D-stacked DRAM is rapidly growing with the capacity increase. Fig.
6.1 shows that the power consumption due to the DRAM refresh has reached beyond
40% as compared to the overall DRAM power consumption, as reported by Mutlu et
al. [79]. To tackle the DRAM refresh power consumption overhead associated with
the larger size DRAM memory, many non-volatile memories such as PCM, MRAM,
ReRAM have been explored as an alternative to the DRAM [18, 125, 129, 99]. Among
all types of NVM, PCM memory has been extensively studied by the researchers in
combination with the DRAM memory due to its overall better performance and scalability. PCM memory offers higher density and lower leakage power consumption
(as there is no row refresh in PCM) as compared to the DRAM memory. However,
PCM has some drawbacks as compared to the DRAM memory, for example- higher
read/write latency and lower write endurance [124, 63].
The hybrid memory constituted using DRAM and PCM has been proposed as a
potential solution to take the benefits of both the technologies [64, 124, 126, 96]. This
hybrid memory possesses many benefits such as are lower leakage power, higher density, lower read/write latency, and improved write endurance. In the CMPs where
on-chip memory has the capacity in tens of GBs, investigating the impact of data
placement becomes crucial. Studies related to the 3D-stacked hybrid memory-based
CMPs have mainly considered the cache architecture for these memories [127]. How81
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Figure 6.1: DRAM refresh power consumption for DRAM devices [79].
ever, cache architecture requires a large coherence directory to maintain the coherence.
This, in turn, causes area as well as access time overheads due to the large size coherence directory. Therefore, to take the benefits of the large capacity 3D-stacked hybrid
memories, studies need to consider higher granularity data placement and memory
management schemes for these memories.
In this chapter, we have considered non-coherent 3D-stacked hybrid DRAMPCM memory-based CMP system. Fig. 6.2, shows the logical block diagram of the
hybrid memory slice (or hybrid memory module) where DRAM memory works as
the cache for the PCM memory and initially entire application working set resides
in the PCM memory [95, 124, 64]. This type of architecture is chosen for this work
due to its lower management cost and better average performance [93]. Further, to
take advantage of the large capacity 3D-stacked hybrid memory and to minimize the
remote memory accesses overheads, we have performed an access-aware self-adaptive
run-time page mapping.
Specifically, in this chapter, we make the following contributions by performing
the architectural changes in each memory controller unit.
• We have designed a simple DRAM access-aware run-time page placement technique between DRAM and PCM of the hybrid memory to reduce the DRAM
refresh operations and its associated power consumption overhead.
• Further, based on the DRAM row access information, we performed an accessaware self-adaptive page mapping for the optimized page placement between
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PCM Memory

DRAM Memory

To/From Core

Figure 6.2: Hybrid memory module architecture
the different hybrid memory modules of the 3D-stacked hybrid memory.
The working of our proposed technique is classified into two parts, (a) accessaware self-adaptive page mapping on to the hybrid memory slices, and (b) DRAM
access-aware page placement between DRAM and PCM memory of the hybrid memory
slice.
To perform (a), we have considered the phase-wise behavior of the applications,
and for simplicity, we assume that the run-time of an application is divided into
multiple phases (or epochs) of fixed length. We have used EpoOver to trigger the
end of a phase (or epoch), and perform the access-aware self-adaptive page mapping
on to hybrid memory slices. Similarly, to perform (b), we have considered that the
DRAM row gets decayed and inactive due to the leaky nature of its constituent cells
if the rows did not get access for a longer time [93] and need a refresh to retain the
information within it. Therefore, to eliminate the refresh operations associated with
the decayed and inactive rows, we perform row-level periodic monitoring of the DRAM
rows. Moreover, based on the last access time, we evict the decayed rows from the
DRAM to PCM at the end of the row monitoring period. We have used, EndP eriod
to trigger the end of the row monitoring period and to start the DRAM access-aware
page placement decision between DRAM and PCM memory of the hybrid memory
slice.
In this chapter, the value of an epoch (or phase) and row monitoring period are
selected such that we can perform multiple row monitoring within an epoch to give
more priority to the page migration within a hybrid memory slice (between DRAM
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Figure 6.3: Relation between an epoch and row monitoring period

and PCM memory). As the row monitoring period is having the value of 128ms (or
3.44 × 108 cycles); therefore, the fixed-size epoch value is chosen as 109 cycle. As an
example, Fig. 6.3 shows the relation between the epoch size and the row monitoring
period size.
Following sections 6.1 and 6.2 explains the working of (a) access-aware selfadaptive page mapping on to the hybrid memory slices and (b) access-aware page
placement between DRAM and PCM of the hybrid memory slice respectively.

6.1

Access-Aware Self-adaptive Page Mapping on
to Hybrid Memory Slices

Access-aware self-adaptive page mapping is similar to the self-adaptive run-time page
mapping as proposed in section 5.2 of chapter 5, except for some essential modifications. However, for completeness, we brief the self-adaptive run-time page mapping
(as proposed in section 5.2) and avoid the details that are already explained in section
5.2.
To perform the access-aware self-adaptive page mapping on to hybrid memory
slices at the application run-time, we have modified the architecture of the memory
controllers. Fig. 6.4 shows the modified MC for the 8 × 8 CMP system with four
memory slices. Consider, a virtual page vpj is mapped to a physical page or frame ppj
associated with the hybrid memory module mi ∈ {m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 }. Therefore, for
each L2 cache miss generated from the core ci associated to the page vpj , the working
of the modified MC can be categorized into two parts, namely, (a) page access and
run-time profiling, and (b) page mapping decision making. Following subsections,
6.1.1 and 6.1.2 explains the working mechanism in detail.
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6.1.1

Page Access and Run-Time Profiling

Algorithm 6 shows the steps needed to perform for the page access and run-time
profiling mechanism at each memory controller, which is similar to as described in
Sub-section 5.2.1 of Chapter 5 except the DRAM to PCM page migration-related
mechanisms. So, as described in previous Chapter 5, for each access request pair (ci ,
vpj ) associated to the L2 cache misses 1 , migration controller checks the status of

the migrated list value M ig[vpj ] in the M ig . Migrated list M ig is a one-dimensional
array at an MC, and it stores a set value for a page migrated to any other hybrid
memory module (or hybrid memory slice). Set value of M ig[vpj ] in the migrated list
M ig interprets that the page vpj is migrated to some other hybrid memory module.

Therefore, the migration controller forwards this access request to the appropriate
hybrid memory module (decided by the location array Loc[vpj ]) 9 .
Whereas, a not set value of M ig[vpj ] determines that the requested entry is
available in the current hybrid memory module and such request goes to the DRAM
refresh controller 8 . DRAM refresh controller at the current MC checks the presence
of the page vpj in the DRAM memory. If the page is not present in the DRAM
memory, then the page is brought from the PCM memory to serve the core. This
page is inserted into an appropriate row of the DRAM memory using the leastfrequently-used (LFU) technique. Moreover, if the page is not present in the PCM,
then MC sends a not-found message to the requesting core. The requesting core
needs to update its TLB based on the current value of the global page table, and the
core initiates re-request. Also, page fault in the global page table is dealt as per the
default method. In parallel, the core access request is served along with the initiation
of a TLB update message. As, a page is brought from the PCM memory to DRAM
memory, so page table entry gets modified. Therefore, the TLB of the requesting core
needs to be updated accordingly. Along with all these necessary measures, a standard
DRAM to PCM write-back is made if required. Therefore, for the access request to
the page vpj , valid bit V alB[vpj ] is set to “TRUE” for the corresponding DRAM
row entry. Also, for the row and their associated mapped page vpj , the access bit
array AccB[vpj ] and dirty bit array DirtB[vpj ] status is maintained. Arrays V alB ,
and DirtB are used to keep track the validity (valid or invalid DRAM row), and
dirty status respectively to each DRAM row and their associated pages in the DRAM
memory of a hybrid memory slice. Also, AccB array is used to store the access status
of each DRAM row. While serving to a core ci 7 , if the page is found then the access
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Figure 6.4: Memory controller (naive MC with new mapping hardware)

bit array AccB[vpj ] is set to ‘TRUE’ upon each such access and reset to ‘FALSE’ at
the decision point (described in section 6.2).
In parallel with the page access mechanism and to decide on the page mapping,
for each pair (ci , vpj ) run-time profiling is performed by the profiling unit. We
have used two groups of the profiling counters namely (a) group of the current epoch
profile-counters Ccntr , and (b) group of the previous epoch profile-counters Pcntr , to
profile the page access information. All the current epoch profile-counters CSN um
(where, CSN um ∈ Ccntr , ∀ SN um ∈ {0, …, M -1}) associated with the vp and SN um
(derived from CST array) are incremented for each access request pair (ci , vpj ) at
the respective memory controller. Core to slice table (CST ) gives the value of the
3D-stacked hybrid memory slice number SN um for each core. The value SN um
is corresponding to the 3D-stacked hybrid memory slice number which is closely
associated (or local) to the core indexed by 1D-array (details of CST array is explained
in section 3.1 of chapter 3).
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Algorithm 6 :Page Access and Run-time Profiling for Hybrid Memory
1: for Each memory access associated to the page vpj do
2:
if M ig[vpj ] is set for vpj (marked as migrated) then
3:
Forwards this request to the hybrid memory module calculated by Loc[vpj ].
4:
else
5:
if vpj is not in DRAM then
6:
if vpj is in PCM then
7:
Bring vpj from PCM to DRAM Page Buffer.
8:
Serve the requesting core ci along with the TLB update mechanism, and
Place it into a DRAM row.
Perform DRAM to PCM write-back if needed and flush the associated
counters.
else
MC sends not-found message to the requesting core.
Requesting core updates TLB based on current global page table value.

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Re-initialize the access request based on newer TLB value.
end if
end if
In parallel set the V alB[vpj ] =TRUE,
Set the access array AccB[vpj ] =TRUE, and
if vpj is write operation then
Set dirty array DirtB[vpj ] =TRUE.
end if
end if
Profile counters (Ccntr ) is incremented.
end for

6.1.2

Page Mapping Decision Making

After the access information is profiled throughout an epoch, at the end of the phase
(or epoch), modified memory controller decides the mapping of the pages residing (or
mapped) only to the DRAM memory of the current hybrid memory module. Thus,
as opposed to the previous Chapter 5 where all the active pages of a memory module
(or memory slice) are checked for the mapping decision, in this Chapter we consider
only those pages that reside in the DRAM memory of the hybrid memory module for
the mapping decision. Algorithm 7 shows the steps to be performed at the end of
each epoch for the mapping decisions.
Page placement unit activates the end of a phase (or an epoch) to start taking
the mapping decision about the pages residing in the DRAM memory of the hybrid
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Algorithm 7 :Page Mapping Decision Making for Hybrid Memory
1: if EpoOver =TRUE then
2:
for Each page vpj in the DRAM memory slice of the current memory module
do
3:
if AccB[vpj ]= TRUE for the page vpj then
4:
Calculate Cor[vpj ] (using Equation 5.6).
5:
if Cor[vpi ] > CorT hr then
6:
Calculated target hybrid memory module position using Loc[vpj ].
7:
Initiate the page migration for the page vpj .
8:
Once, migration is completed set the M ig[vpj ]=TRUE.
9:
Update the global page table for page vpj as per the calculated Loc[vpj ]
value.
10:
else
11:
Page vpj remain in the current DRAM only.
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end if
16: Pcntr =Ccntr and Ccntr =0;
memory slices by triggering the EpoOver.
For each recently accessed page vpj having AccB[vpj ] as the “TRUE” value, the
page placement unit starts deciding about their mapping. A recently accessed page
does not need to be refreshed as it is recently got refreshed or activated by an access
request at the DRAM memory. Therefore, mapping decision considers the pages that
are residing in the DRAM memory of the hybrid memory slices. The value of the
access bit array AccB[vpj ], corresponding to the page vpj is decided by the DRAM
refresh controller.
Mapping decision of a recently accessed page vpj (which is a page that resides
in the DRAM of the hybrid memory module) is performed based on the correlation
value Cor[vpj ] between the profile-counters Ccntr and Pcntr 3 , which is similar to
as explained in Section 5.2.2. Therefore, for a page vpj if the access bit array value
AccB[vpj ] is set 11 , 10 , only then correlation calculator calculates the correlation

value Cor[vpj ] using Equation 5.6 and similar to as explained in Section 5.2.2 of
Chapter 5.
Therefore, for a recently accessed page vpj , if Cor[vpj ] > CorT hr

1

is “TRUE”

5 , then page vpj becomes the candidate for the migration. Further, the target hybrid
1

The CorT hr is a parameter value and is used to select the pages for the mapping that are having
a larger effect (larger Cor[vpj ] values) to the system latency. Details are given in Section 5.2.2
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memory slice value Loc[vpj ] for the page vpj is calculated by the destination hybrid
memory module finder 6 , similar to as explained in Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5.
Also, each page whose migration is initiated, wait in the waiting queue W Q to get
updated into the migration list M ig till the completion of the migration.
Page migration: Once, the target memory slice value Loc[vpj ] is calculated,
migration of the pages are initiated one by one and distributed over the entire epoch
time to avoid sudden traffic overhead 9 . Migrating a page (size about 4KB) from one
place to other incurs time overhead; therefore, this work uses a lazy page migration
technique. In this lazy page migration technique, we do not stop the access to a page
from the source hybrid memory module unless this page gets completely migrated to
the DRAM of the destination hybrid memory module. Also, access to the requested
page is served from the destination DRAM only after the completion of the page
migration. Therefore, regular application execution does not get obstructed due to
page migration. Also, as the size of the DRAM at each hybrid memory module is
small, therefore to write the page at the destination DRAM memory, page migration
first considers the invalid row position of the DRAM memory at the destination
hybrid memory slice. However, if all the rows are valid at the DRAM, then the page
migration considers the row associated to the page having least frequently used page
(LFU) for the writing, which is same as our considered regular DRAM to PCM page
eviction method. Simultaneously, update the global page table.
TLB update mechanism: Following the page migrations, the global page table
changes, so TLB of each core needs to be updated. In this chapter, there are two
scenarios when TLB update need to be done and these are, (a) TLB update associated
to the page movement from PCM to DRAM memory of a hybrid memory module,
and (b) TLB update when page movement happens from a hybrid memory module to
another hybrid memory module (which is similar to as explained in Chapter 5). There
are many efficient TLB update algorithms available in the literature, and some are
explained in Chapter 5. For simplicity, we have used the Lazy TLB update method
(as explained in Chapter 5) for both the scenarios associated with the TLB update.
Also, our work is not restricted to any TLB update mechanism.
Moreover, in this case, also, to enable the run-time page mapping between the hybrid memory slices, we have assumed that the caches of the CMP system are addressed
by the virtual address instead of the physical address.
Further, page vpj is marked as migrated by setting M ig[vpj ] corresponding to the
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TRUE values in the waiting queue W Q (refer Fig. 6.4) and all the entries associated
to page vpj is flushed out from the current hybrid memory module. The first phase
onward, the values of the current epoch profiling counter Ccntr corresponding to
the previous phase becomes the previous profile-counter Pcntr for the current phase.
Moreover, at the end of first time epoch, we have considered zero values for the
previous profiling counter Pcntr , so only current epoch profile-counter Ccntr values are
used to calculate correlation Cor[vpj ].

6.2

Access-Aware Page Placement Between DRAM
and PCM of the Hybrid Memory Slice

Many researchers have explored 3D-stacked hybrid memory architect using PCM
as well as DRAM as an alternative to only PCM or DRAM memory [126, 96, 95].
Typically, these hybrid memories regulate the placement of their data (or pages) to
minimize the leakage power of the DRAM memory and the high access latency of
the PCM memory. Therefore, considering that the leakage power due to the DRAM
refresh is more prominent in the future DRAM and PCM based 3D-stacked hybrid
memory, this section presents a simple access aware page placement between DRAM
and PCM to avoid the DRAM refresh operation. To achieve this goal, we have used
the retention time as well as access information related to each row of the DRAM,
similar to as given by Pourshirazi et al. in [93].
Moreover, we performed row-level periodic monitoring of the DRAM rows (assuming a page of 4KB resides in a DRAM row) and based on the last access time
we categorize the DRAM rows into live row and decayed row. A live row is the one
that got recent access and therefore activated and refreshed. However, a decayed row
has not been got access for a long time and thus very likely to carry inactive data.
Therefore, to avoid power overhead related to the refresh, we can evict the decayed
row from the DRAM to PCM at the end of the monitoring period (termed as decision
point). Thus, all the refresh operations related to the decayed and inactive rows can
be eliminated.
We have considered the DRAM row monitoring period equal to half of the retention time, which is similar to as considered by Pourshirazi et al. in [93]. In [68], Liu
et al. have demonstrated that for 64nm 32GB DRAM, approximately 1011 number
of cells have 256ms as their retention time. Whereas, about 30 and 1000 cells have
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Figure 6.5: DRAM refresh controller architect inside the modified MC
the retention time value of 64ms and 128ms, respectively. Also, they have proposed
a retention time aware DRAM refreshing technique. By assuming 1030 cells out of
1011 cells as inactive cells, for simplicity and to make the hardware cost low, we have
considered an equal retention time value of 256ms for all the rows. Therefore, we have
used the row monitoring period value as 128ms (which is equivalent to 3.44 × 108 cycles for our case) for the evaluation and considering the DRAM cells which are having
less retention time can be discarded from the die.
Fig. 6.5, shows the detail structure of the DRAM refresh controller architect
inside the modified memory controller (Fig. 6.4). For a hybrid memory module (or
hybrid memory slice), we have considered that initially, all the pages remain in the
PCM of the hybrid memory slice (or module).
As described in subsection 6.1.1, line number 5 to 13 of the Algorithm 6 shows the
steps associated with the row monitoring performed by the DRAM refresh controller.
Specifically, for each access request to a page vpj and its DRAM row, the access
bit array AccB[vpj ], dirty bit array DirtB[vpj ], and valid bit array V alB[vpj ] status
is maintained to keep track the access, write back, and validity (valid or invalid)
information respectively. Each DRAM refresh controller performs the row monitoring
operation periodically for a monitoring period of 128ms (or 3.44 × 108 cycles) by
maintaining the status of AccB[vpj ], DirtB[vpj ], and V alB[vpj ] arrays.
Moreover, at the end of a monitoring period, the EndP eriod pulse is triggered,
and DRAM refresh controller starts the decision making about the page placement
between the DRAM and PCM memory of a hybrid memory slice. Algorithm 8 shows
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the steps to be followed at the decision point based on the row monitoring performed
(as per line number 5 to 13 of the Algorithm 6). At the decision point, all the valid
rows (having a valid page) of the DRAM are being checked one by one 1 . Therefore,
for a page in a valid row 2 , if the associated access array value AccB[vpj ] is “TRUE”
then the row is considered for the re-monitoring by setting AccB[vpj ] as “FALSE”
and remains in the DRAM itself 3 .
Whereas, for a page in the valid row, if the AccB[vpj ] value is “FALSE” then
the row is either get evicted from the DRAM or written back to the associated PCM
based on the dirty bit array DirtB[vpj ] value 4 . If the DirtB[vpj ] has “FALSE”
value for the row (associated to the page vpj ) then the row is evicted from the DRAM
and all entry associated to the row (for example dirty bit array, access bit array) is
flushed from the DRAM 5 . Also, “TRUE” value of the DirtB[vpj ] for the row starts
the writing back the page into the PCM 6 . Also, the row monitoring array V alB[vpj ]
is updated after the completion of the writing into the PCM.
However, writing a page to the PCM need to read the page from the DRAM and
also it takes time to write it in the PCM. We have considered a lazy approach for the
DRAM to PCM page migration (or write). Also, using the fact that reading a row
in the DRAM can be equivalent to the access request for the row and refreshes the
page automatically, we have considered that until the page writing (or migration) to
the PCM is finished future access to the page is allowed from the DRAM in parallel
with the writing into the PCM. Once, writing into the PCM is completed, all the
associated entry flushed out from the DRAM and page stays in PCM only.

6.3

Experimental Result and Analysis

In this work, we have used Sniper simulator [23] as the platform to configure the
considered target chip multiprocessor system. We have used a 64-core (8 × 8 2Dmesh interconnection based) CMP system with four memory controllers (MCs). The
hybrid memory modules of our system are considered as non-coherent and are not
allowed to store multiple copies of the pages in between them. Moreover, our mapping
technique is also applicable to larger CMP systems having an optimal number of
memory controllers and their placements (can be decided using [90, 5]). Further, we
have used Intel Xeon X550 Gainestown micro-architecture configuration to simulate
each core of the CMP system, and other CMP configuration parameters are given
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Algorithm 8 :Working of the DRAM Refresh Controller Inside Each Modified Memory Controller
1: if EndP eriod=TRUE then
2:
for All the valid DRAM rows (or pages) vpj do
3:
if AccB[vpj ]= TRUE then
4:
Set AccB[vpj ] to FALSE.
5:
Consider the page for the next monitoring period.
6:
else
7:
if DirtB[vpj ] = FALSE then
8:
Set row associated with vpj as invalid.
9:
else
10:
Write back the page vpj into PCM.
11:
Set row associated with vpj as invalid.
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end if
in Table 6.1. Moreover, we have modeled each memory controller (MC), associated
hardware and performance overheads inside the simulator, and the resulting latency
is fed into the simulator. We have considered that DRAM refresh energy and PCM
access energy is 5× and 10× respectively as compared to the DRAM access energy.
To perform the system performance evaluation, we have used multiple benchmark applications taken from the multi-threaded Cilk-5 [42] and SPLASH-2 [118]
benchmark suits. An application that generates a higher number of last level cache
misses (private L2 cache in our case) and having more substantial execution time is
selected for the performance evaluation.
Fig. 6.6 shows the normalized performance (in terms of the execution time)
for the different benchmarks. Also, Fig. 6.7 shows energy consumption in terms
of DRAM access energy. In Fig. 6.6 and 6.7, “BC”, “BCMap”, “BCPCM”, and
“BCPCMMap” refers to the results corresponding to the following configuration.
• BC: In this configuration, the CMP memory layer consists of only DRAM
memory (PCM memory is not considered) with an overall size of 32GB and
8GB per hybrid memory module (or slice). In this case, DRAM access-aware
adaptive run-time page mapping is not used (base-case for our work).
• BCMap: In this configuration, the CMP memory layer consists of only DRAM
memory (PCM memory is not considered) with an overall size of 32GB and 8GB
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Table 6.1: System configuration parameters
Parameters
Number of tiles
Number of cores per tile
Number of threads per core
L1-I and L1-D cache size
L2 cache size
Overall 3D-stacked DRAM
Overall 3D-stacked PCM
Cache block size
Memory Page size
Coherence protocol at L2 Level
DRAM access latency
PCM access latency
Hop to hop latency
Value for CorT hr
Each Epoch (or Phase) size
Each Row Monitoring Period size

Values
64
1
1
16KB per core
128KB per core
1GB, 256MB per MC
32GB, 8GB per MC
64 bytes
4 KB
MESI
160 cycles
640 cycles
40 cycles
100
109 cycles
128ms (or 3.44 × 108 cycles)

per hybrid memory module. However, DRAM access-aware adaptive run-time
page mapping is performed in this case. Also, as no PCM memory is considered,
all the pages remain in the DRAM, and DRAM needs a periodic refresh to make
the data integrity considering all the valid DRAM pages.
• BCPCM: In this configuration, we have considered that the hybrid memory
architect using DRAM as well as PCM memory layers, and each hybrid memory
module (or slice) associated with a memory controller is having 256MB DRAM
memory and 8GB PCM memory. However, we have not used the DRAM accessaware adaptive run-time page mapping for this case.
• BCPCMMap: This configuration considers the benefit of the hybrid memory
(architect using DRAM as well as PCM memory layers) as well as DRAM accessaware adaptive run-time page mapping. Also, we have considered a hybrid
memory module (associated with a memory controller) as the combination of
256MB DRAM memory and 8GB PCM memory.
Fig. 6.6 shows the execution time comparison between the four configurations
“BC”, “BCMap”, “BCPCM”, and “BCPCMMap”. The result shown in Fig. 6.6
has normalized to the base-case “BC” configuration. On an average, “BCMap” and
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“BCPCMMap” configurations have reduced the overall execution time by an average
of 4.27% and 4.23% respectively. Moreover, “BCMap” and “BCPCMMap” configurations have reduced the overall execution time up to a maximum of 11% for ocean.cont
benchmark application. Reduction in “BCMap” configuration is due to the use of
the page mapping that reduces the remote accesses, whereas this configuration is
neutral while dealing with the DRAM row refresh overhead. However, technique
“BCPCMMap” uses the benefits of the PCM component of the hybrid memory slice
as well as the page mapping. Also, for the CMP having larger core count, the remote access latency (due to the increased hop count in the interconnection network)
dominates the memory access latency; therefore, execution time in “BCPCM” configuration is almost same to the base-case “BC”.
Fig. 6.7 shows the normalized energy consumption at the 3D-stacked memory
layer for the different considered configurations “BC”, “BCMap”, “BCPCM”, and
“BCPCMMap”. In this figure, we can see that method “BCPCMMap” consumes on
an average of 49% less energy as compared to the “BC”. This reduction in energy
is mainly due to the following reasons: First, configuration “BCPCMMap” takes the
benefits of the DRAM access aware page placement between DRAM and PCM memory to reduce the DRAM refresh operation. Second, the access-aware self-adaptive
page mapping takes the benefits of the page access (while migrating a page from
a hybrid memory slice to other) mechanism and refreshes the DRAM row. Therefore, it reduces the DRAM refresh energy by avoiding the refresh operation for those
migrated pages.
Therefore, together from Fig. 6.6 and 6.7, we can see that “BCPCMMap” gives
the similar or better performance (in terms of the execution time) as compared to the
“BC”. Moreover, “BCPCMMap” configuration also reduces the energy consumption
by lowering the DRAM refreshes.

6.4
6.4.1

Performance and Area Overhead Analysis
Performance Analysis

In this work, we have considered the page size of 4KB for the DRAM memory as
well as PCM memory of the hybrid memory slice. Both parts, (a) access-aware
self-adaptive page mapping on to the hybrid memory slices, as well as (b) DRAM
access-aware page placement between the DRAM and PCM memory of the hybrid
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Figure 6.7: Normalized energy consumption considering the DRAM refresh energy
and PCM access energy
memory slices, of our approach generates the page migrations. Former one generates
the pages migrations in between two hybrid memory slices and termed as inter-slice
page migrations. Whereas, latter one causes the page migrations between the DRAM
and PCM of a hybrid memory slice and termed as intra-slice page migrations.
Similar to the technique as described in Chapter 5, this chapter also uses the lazy
page migration technique for the inter-slice page migration, so there is no obstruction
in the regular application execution time. To analyze the percentage of overall page
migrations, in this chapter also we performed the experiments similar to as done in
Chapter 5. Our experiment shows that the number of the page migration due to the
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run-time self-adaptive page mapping is similar to the number of page migration, as
shown in Fig. 5.3 of Chapter 5.
For the intra-slice page migration, pages that are not dirty can be invalidated
merely by setting valB array. Whereas, we need to migrate (or write) the pages from
DRAM to PCM of a hybrid memory slice only in case of write-back (or being dirty
in DRAM). We have used a one-bit array D2P M ig that set to “TRUE” if a DRAM
row (associated to a page) becomes the candidate for the DRAM to PCM migration.
Further, we have used a simple distributed lazy method to perform the DRAM to
PCM page migrations decided at the decision point after each row monitoring
period. Also, in this method, a higher priority is given to the regular DRAM to PCM
read access (generated from the DRAM memory) as compared to the page migrations.
In the distributed lazy page migration, to perform a page migration, it is written
to the PCM at the smaller granularity and spread over the row monitoring period
instead of writing a page entirely at a time. Therefore, to migrate a 4KB page, we
have considered writing 64bytes at a time, and a complete page is written using 64
smaller chunks of 64bytes. Also, after writing a block of 64byte and before starting
the next write, it checks for the regular DRAM to PCM read access and preference
is given to the PCM read if it is present. Moreover, once a page migration (or PCM
write) is get completed, associated D2P M ig array is set to “FALSE” along with the
updation of the associated row monitoring arrays AccB , V alB , and DirtB . Similarly,
the next candidate page is considered for the migration. However, if the number of
pages to migrate between DRAM and PCM became high, then the pages that could
not migrate during the row monitoring period will get considered for the upcoming
decision point (as the DRAM row can retain till 256ms).

6.4.2

Area Overhead Analysis

As we have considered, 4KB page size and 4 hybrid memory slices (M =4) with the
B
DRAM memory size per hybrid memory slice Dsize = 256MB, so there are 4× 256M
4KB

number of physical pages that can reside on the DRAM memory of the DRAM-PCM
based hybrid memory. Also, we need counters for the pages that are in the DRAM
memory and not on the PCM memory while performing the profiling, and therefore,
for that, we need 4 ×

256M B
4KB

× 2 × 4 the number of 16-bit profiling counters.

Further, to conduct the computation while deciding the page mapping, it incurs
(M + 1) number of the comparator, and also M number of adders. Moreover, for each
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physical page, it takes log2 (M ) cycles to perform the computations for the mapping
using the M number of the adder and M + 1 number of comparator units. Therefore,
for M = 4 hybrid memory slices, the modified memory controller incurs a hardware
overhead of 4 adders and comparator along with the time overhead of 4 cycles. Also, to
B
create the migration list M ig and waiting queue W Q, we need an overall of 4× 256M
4KB

bit or 32KB of memory space for each. Similarly, location array Loc for the destination
B
hybrid memory module incurs 4 × 256M
4KB 2-bit or 64KB memory space. Moreover, for

profiling counters, we need 4MB memory space corresponding to 1GB of total DRAM
memory.
Moreover, to perform the DRAM to PCM page placement considering the overall
hybrid memory, we need 32KB memory corresponding to the AccB , valB , DirtB ,
and D2M M ig one-bit arrays at each DRAM refresh controller. Also, we need an
overall of 3×M one-bit comparator.

6.5

Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed an access-aware self-adaptive run-time page mapping for the 3D-stacked hybrid DRAM-PCM memory-based CMP system. Our proposed method uses a simple DRAM access-aware page placement technique between
DRAM and PCM of the hybrid memory to reduce the DRAM refresh operations
and its associated power consumption overhead. Further, it uses the DRAM row
access information and performs an access-aware self-adaptive page mapping for the
optimized page placement between the different hybrid memory modules of the 3Dstacked hybrid memory. In this way, our method provides an alternative and efficient
way to use 3D-stacked hybrid DRAM-PCM memory for the future generation CMP
system.
We expected our technique to become more effective in the future large CMP
system (core count ≥ 100) having larger on-chip memory (to fulfill the high memory
bandwidth demand). Our proposed approach performs similar or better in terms of
the execution time as compared to the base case. Our technique reduces the energy
consumption due to the DRAM refresh by an average of 51% as compared to the base
case. Moreover, our method incurs a small area overhead in the memory controller
at the 3D-stacked memory layer.
�������
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Performance Analysis of CMP having 3D-stacked DRAM and Hybrid
NOC
The advancement in the fabrication technology of the CMP system has the potential to increase the core count very significantly. However, the benefits of the
increasing number of cores on a CMP system are limited by many architectural constraints and resource management techniques. The off-chip memory bandwidth can
severely restrict the core count of the CMPs and thereby reduces the performance,
as reported by Rogers et al. in [100]. Also, the increase in the CMP core count is
urging the necessity of not only the high bandwidth memory but also the high-speed
on-chip interconnects or network-on-chip (NOC).
As described in the previous Chapters, 3D fabrication technology becomes popular, as it allows us to stack DRAM memory and non-volatile memories on top of
the chip to addresses the system bandwidth and performance demand [20, 126, 85].
Recently, researchers have started exploring many on-chip interconnect technologies,
including wireless NOCs and 3D-stacked optical NOCs [35, 123, 61, 112]. For the
CMPs, optical NOC has been explored extensively in the last few years due to its
easy implementation using the 3D fabrication technology [123, 61, 113]. In 3D fabrication, all the optical components associated with the optical NOC are placed at a
separate optical layer, and these are interfaced with the electrical components using
TSVs [113]. Optical on-chip interconnect either supplement the electrical intercon99
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nection network or replaces it entirely. In [114], Werner et al. have proposed a hybrid
interconnect technique for the CMP systems. Moreover, they have identified that the
electrical links are best suited for the near distance communications and optical links
perform well when the destination is in the two-hop distance or more.
Agarwal et al. in [7], studied that for a fixed die size, we need to reduce the cache
size per core to increase the core count of the CMP. Therefore, the trade-off between
performance and cache size per core need to be analyzed along with the use of 3Dstacked memories as well as a high-end interconnection network. Also, conclusions
from the last chapters made it clear that the self-adaptive run-time page mapping
is an effective way to use the 3D-stacked memories for the current as well as future
CMP systems.
Therefore, in this chapter, our objective is to study the trade-off between the
performance and cache size per core of the CMP system while utilizing the benefits
of the optical interconnect, 3D-stacked DRAM and a self-adaptive run-time page
mapping. Specifically, we analyze the effects of reduced cache size on to the system
performance while considering the benefits of the following.
1. 3D-stacked DRAM, to provide high memory bandwidth.
2. High performance optical interconnect, to enable low-latency communication
and efficient memory utilization.
3. Finally, we use the self-adaptive run-time page mapping to efficiently use the
3D-stacked DRAM for the CMP system, as proposed in chapter 5.

7.1

Target System Architecture

In this chapter, we have considered a 3D-stacked DRAM based CMP system having
an optical interconnection network, as our target CMP system. Figure 7.1 shows an
example of the considered 3D-stacked CMP architecture, in addition to the detailed
representation and explanation as given in Section 3.1.4 and Chapter 3. In Figure
7.1, processor layer has 64 cores that are connected using an 8 × 8 two-dimensional
mesh of electrical interconnects. In addition to the 2D-mesh electrical interconnects,
there is an optical network present above the processor layer, and together they form
a hybrid interconnection network for the CMP system. Optical interconnect layer on
top of the processor layer is having four optical network interfaces (oni0 , oni1 , oni2 ,
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Figure 7.1: CMP system architecture.

oni3 ∈ ON I ) and these are connected in a ring through the optical interconnects

(waveguide). The high bandwidth optical network is shown by a thick line in Fig
.7.1. Further, a memory layer is placed on top of the optical interconnect layer.
Memory layer comprises four {m0 , m1 , m2 and m3 } 3D-stacked DRAM memory
slices (or memory banks) and each memory slice is having their own on-chip memory
controller.

7.1.1

Routing of Packets

We have used modified version of the XY-routing to route the packet in the considered
hybrid interconnection network. Considering the CM HIG graph as shown by Figure
7.2 (right part of Figure 3.6, as explained in section 3.1.4) corresponding to the target
CMP system, for the communication between any pair of source NOC-tile vertex cs
and destination NOC-tile vertex cd . The routing between cs and cd is decided based
on the fact that: “if the use of optical network is beneficial as compared to the only
electrical interconnect then former one should be preferred for the path selection
and packet routes through a pair of intermediate nodes”. Suppose, cx and cy are the
nearest NOC-tile vertices (termed as intermediate nodes and are having adjacent ONI)
from the NOC-tile vertices cs and cd respectively. Consider, the electrical distances
(in number of hops× electrical link latency per hop) (a) from cs to cd as DEsd , (b)
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from cs to cx as DEsx and, (c) from cy to cd as DEyd . Also, the optical distance (in
number of hops× optical link latency per hop) between between intermediate nodes
cx and cy as DOxy . The routing of the packets from cs to cd uses the optical path if
DEsd > (DEsx +DOxy +DEyd ) becomes true. For the true value of this condition, the

electrical path get split into, (1) electrical path from cs to cx , (2) electrical path from
cy to cd , and (3) optical path from cx to cy .

At every processor layer router, the information about the intermediate node
is specified and being used for the optimized routing. Moreover, routing between
each ONI at the optical interconnect layer as well as each router at the processor
layer takes place using dynamic XY-routing based on the input queue traffic. In
the dynamic XY-routing, to avoid the congestion, next hop is decided based on the
current queue length of the corresponding input port in the neighboring routers [65].
Therefore, for a packet that needs to travel some distance in both X and Y directions
to reach the destination, dynamic XY-routing routes the packet to either X or Y
direction depending on the congestion conditions of the input queues associated to
the neighboring routers. Also, the input port of the neighboring routers having a
lower queue length is preferred. For an example: a packet from NOC-tile vertex
c2 to the c61 use the route through intermediate node c17 and c46 . However, the

packet traversal between c2 to c17 , c17 to c46 and c46 to c61 uses dynamic XY-routing
algorithm.
The intermediate nodes to be used for any pair of nodes (NOC-tile vertices) are
computed statically and stored once at every router of the NOC-tile vertex to route
the packets. A table (termed as V IA table) at every router of the NOC-tile vertex
specifies the intermediate nodes which are used to go to other NOC-tile vertices.
V IA table at each router keeps the information for all the destinations with their

associated intermediate nodes. For example, Table 7.1 shows a segment of the V IA
table stored at the router of the NOC-tile vertex c0 for each destination and values
of the associated intermediate node NOC-tile vertices to go through. Value -1 is used
when there is no specified intermediate node to be used for a source and destination
NOC-tile vertex pair.
For 8 × 8 CMP system architecture having four ONIs, we need to compute and
store the routing table at each router. As the number of ONIs are four and need
to represent the -1 (NULL) value, therefore it incurs 3-bits of memory to represent
each intermediate node in V IA table. Overall, it incurs an overhead of 64×(6 bit
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Figure 7.2: Example of CM HIG graph
Source
c0
c0
c0
.
c0
.
c0

Destination
c0
c1
c2
.
c7
.
c63

INsrc
-1
-1
-1
.
c17
.
c17

INdst
-1
-1
-1
.
c13
.
c46

Table 7.1: A segment of the V IA table stored at router of the NOC-tile vertex c0 ,
where: INsrc and INdst are intermediate nodes adjacent to source and destination
nodes respectively.
for destination+3 bit for first intermediate node+3 bit for second intermediate node)
bits at each router.

7.2

Problem Formulation

Modern chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) dedicate 40-60% chip area to the caches. As
the cache dominates in a CMP, increasing the size of the cache reduces the number
of cores significantly for a fixed die size. For the present-day CMPs, the overall chip
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area AChip can be given by (7.1).
AChip = Nc × (ACoreL1 + AP rivL2 ),

(7.1)

where, Nc is the number of cores on the chip, ACoreL1 is the area of one core with L1
cache (data and instruction), and AP rivL2 is the area of the overall private L2 cache
per core.
Table 7.2 shows the number of cores that can be accommodated on a CMP for the
overall die size of 240mm2 , and different combinations of the private L2 cache size and
core size. For big size cores (2.4mm2 ) and L2 cache size of 512KB per core, 240mm2
CMP die can accommodate 61 cores. Whereas, for 32KB per core L2 cache size, 96 big
cores can be accommodated. Similarly, for tiny cores (0.6mm2 ), 512KB per core L2
cache size results in 114 cores to be accommodated on CMP. Whereas, 32KB per core
L2 cache size results in 346 tiny cores to fit on CMP, which is significantly higher. A
larger number of cores per CMP results in higher performance if an adequate amount
of memory feeds the cores and interconnect bandwidth.
An adequate amount of memory bandwidth can be provided by increasing the
cache size, which is contradictory to increasing the number of cores for the fixed
die size. Therefore, increasing the main memory bandwidth and reducing the delay
between memory and cores by using high end optical interconnects can be an efficient
alternative. In our considered architecture, cores and L2 caches reside at the processor
layer; therefore, reduction in the L2 cache size per core increases the number of cores.
3D-stacked on-chip memory layer increases the memory bandwidth by stacking the
DRAM slices on top of the processor layer. Further, efficient run-time data page
mapping places the critical data to the nearby memory slice of the requesting core.
The use of optical interconnects further reduces the remote memory access delay
and thread to thread communication delay. Also, it reduces the network congestion
overhead due to the page migration incurred after the page mapping by providing a
separate path between the DRAM slices.
In this chapter, our goal is to analyze the effects of the reduced cache size per
core on the CMP system performance by considering (a) the optical interconnects,
(b) different size of the L2 cache per core and, (c) the use of self-adaptive run-time
page mapping onto the DRAM memory slices.
Consider, the multi-threaded application representation AGV P (T, VP, Etc , Evpa ),
as given in section 3.2; and a target CMP representation CM HIG(Ccc , EEcc , EOcc ), as
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Core type
512KB 256KB 128KB
64KB 32KB
2
2
2
2
& area mm
1.5mm 0.75mm 0.38mm 0.19mm2 0.1mm2
2
Big (2.4mm )
61
76
86
92
96
2
Medium(1.5mm )
80
106
128
142
150
2
Small(0.8mm )
104
154
204
243
268
Tiny(0.6mm2 )
114
177
246
304
346
Table 7.2: Number of cores that can fit with different cache and core size for the
CMP die area of 240mm2 , using (7.1).
given in section 3.1.4. Our self-adaptive run-time mapping approach maps the multithreaded applications represented as graph AGV P onto target architecture graph
CM HIG to maximize the performance. We use default thread to core (associated

to the NOC-tile vertex) mapping in this part of work. Moreover, in our mapping approach, we use page mapping technique considering the amount of thread to virtual
page access edge evpa (ti , vpj ) and ignored the thread to thread communication edges
etc (ti , tj ) to maximize the performance.

The miss latency TL2M,t incurred for thread ti due to the last level cache (LLC)
miss of a cache block (associated to a page vpj ) at time instant t, can be calculated
as follows.
TL2M,t = distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )).LH2H + LDRAM .

(7.2)

Where X(ti ) is the NOC-tile vertex associated with the core having mapped
thread ti . This X(ti ) is the default thread to core mapping at the starting of the
application execution and remains the same over the application execution. Yt (vpj )
is the NOC-tile vertex adjacent to the DRAM memory slice having mapped page vpj
at time instant t. The term distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) is the hop distance (or hop count,
calculated using the routing approach as described in Sub-section 7.1.1) between
NOC-tile vertex associated to X(ti ) and Yt (vpj ). The term LDRAM is the DRAM
access latency to access the cache block of a page. LH2H is the hop to hop traversal
latency, which depends based on the interconnect type while calculating the hop
distance using the routing method described in Section 7.1.1 using the hybrid network.
As most of the applications exhibit phase-wise behavior during their run-time
[105]. Therefore, for an application, the LLC miss pattern of an execution phase may
be different from another phase. So, we considered the run-time phase-wise behavior
of an application and for simplicity divided the whole execution time of an application
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into multiple time epoch (or phase) of fixed length. Therefore, using (7.2), the total
latency overhead TL2M,epo,i incurred due to all the LLC misses from thread ti (mapped
to core ci ) in a time epoch epo can be given by (7.3).

|VP|−1

TL2M,epo,i =

X

ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )).TL2M,t .

(7.3)

j=0

Where, ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )) is the number of page access request by thread ti to
virtual page vpj in a time epoch epo. These page access requests of thread ti is the
LLC miss of processor ci as ti is mapped to ci . The term VP represents the set of
virtual pages and includes total number of pages corresponding to the multi-threaded
application.
For E number of phases (or epochs) associated to the total execution time of an
application, the overall latency TL2M,overall,i associated with the LLC miss from the
thread ti (mapped to core ci ) is given as follows.

TL2M,overall,i =

E
X

TL2M,epo,i .

(7.4)

epo=1

Therefore, considering the phase-wise behavior and parallel execution of the
multi-threaded applications on to the CMP, the total time after the last level cache
and due to the memory accesses TT otal of the application can be given as following
(as explained by Equation 5.4 in chapter 5).

TL2M,total = M ax(TL2M,OverAll,i , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1}).

(7.5)

Where, TL2M,OverAll,i is the overall miss latency associated with the last level cache
miss for ith core ci (having mapped thread ti ) over the E number of phases (or epochs)
of the complete application execution.
Therefore, for the total number of instruction Nins of the multi-threaded application and total execution cycle TT otal (in cycles), the instruction per cycle IP C of
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the system is given by (7.6).
IP C =

Nins
.
TT otal

(7.6)

Considering, the total execution cycle TT otal as sum of the total number of cycles
TL2M,total (incurred after L2 cache misses) and the total number of cycles to perform

computations TCal 1 , IP C can be given by (7.7).
IP C =

Nins
.
TL2M,total + TCal

(7.7)

In the multiprocessor environment, where multiple instruction execution and
memory page access happens in parallel, the serial calculation of delay TL2M,total is
a reasonable estimate of delay value in calculating the performance. Equation (7.7),
shows that if we reduce the value of TL2M,total then the value of IP C increases. The
value of TL2M,total can be reduced by efficient placement of the memory pages on to
the DRAM slices and low latency interconnection network.
Moreover, on-chip communication cost due to the memory page access can be
evaluated by (7.8).

CCost =

|−1
E N
−1 |VP
X
X
X
epo=1 i=0

ωepo (evpa (ti , vpj )).distCC(X(ti ), Yt (vpj )).

(7.8)

j=0

Where, term distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) is the hop distance or hop count 2 between NOCtile vertex associated to X(ti ) and Yt (vpj ). X(ti ) is the NOC-tile vertex associated to
the core having mapped thread ti . Term X(ti ) is the default thread to core mapping
at the starting of the application execution and remains same over the application
execution. Yt (vpj ) is the NOC-tile vertex adjacent to the DRAM memory slice having
mapped page vpj at time instant t.
Equation 7.8 and 7.2, shows that decreasing the hop count (or hop distance)
distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) proportionally reduces the on-chip communication cost as
1
TCal includes computational cycles (at core) and total cycles to handle L1 hit/miss and L2 hit,
used for the IP C calculation as given in [24]
2
Calculated using the routing approach as described in sub-section 7.1.1 and it is similar to
distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj )) as given in previous chapters, except the routing schemes used. In addition,
we have assumed 1 hop distance between any two adjacent ONIs while calculating the communication
cost and distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj ))
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well as miss latency of the CMP system. Therefore, for the CMPs having larger core
count, efficient mapping and hybrid interconnect can reduce distCC (X(ti ), Yt (vpj ))
significantly which in turn reduce the on-chip communication cost and total execution
time. Reduced value of the execution time increases the system IPC as per the
Equation 7.7. Moreover, for a fixed core size, if we reduce the last level cache (L2
cache in our cache) size then value of ωepo (evpa (ti ,vpj )) increases (due to the higher
number of miss generated) and so on-chip communication cost and miss latency value
increases.
Therefore, for modern as well as future CMP system, it becomes essential to
analyze and find an architectural design such that it maximizes the IPC and minimize the on-chip communication cost. So, in this contribution, our main aim is to
analyze the effects of the different cache size per core on CMP system IPC and onchip communication cost CCost . Also, if the performance of the CMP system with
smaller cache size per core increases then we can utilize the chip area to increase the
number of cores, and this may further increase the performance for the highly parallel
applications.

7.3

Self-adaptive Application Mapping

In this chapter, we have considered the self-adaptive run-time page mapping as explained in Chapter 5, to effectively utilize the 3D-stacked DRAM memory while analyzing the effects of the reduced cache size on to the system performance. Therefore,
for every last level cache miss generated to a cache block (associated to a page vpj
mapped to the DRAM slice mk ∈ {m0 , m1 , · · · , mM −1 }) from a core (having mapped
thread ti ∈ T), associated core sends cache block access request to the memory controller of the DRAM slice having associated virtual page vpj . Moreover, for each such
access request (denoted by pair (ti , vpj , ppj )), self-adaptive run-time page mapping
performs its associated page access, run-time profiling, page mapping, migration and
TLB update mechanisms similar to the ways as described in previous chapters.
The only difference that self-adaptive run-time page mapping poses in this chapter is the use of optical interconnects and the modified routing technique (as mentioned in Section 7.1). Therefore, whenever a message needs to travel through the
on-chip interconnection network, it follows the modified routing as described in Section 7.1.1 and based on this routing, it decides the optimal path to travel.
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7.4

Experimental Environment

In this contribution, we have used the Sniper simulator [23] platform to configure the
considered target chip multiprocessor architecture. The architecture configuration
used is 64 cores (8 × 8) CMP system with four DRAM controllers and four optical
interconnects. Intel Xeon X550 Gainestown micro-architecture along with the private
L1-I and L1-D of 8 KB and different sizes (32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 KB) of L2 cache
per core is used to configure each simulated core of the target CMP system. Also,
Table 7.3 shows the other configuration parameters used in this work. For our optical
interconnect model, we have assumed the optical link latency of 4 cycles between two
ONIs (including the delay of all the optical components). Moreover, we modeled the
DRAM controllers and ONIs, associated hardware and performance overheads and
fed the resulting latencies to the simulator for correct timing simulation.
For evaluation, we have used workloads from the multi-threaded PARSEC [14]
and SPLASH-2 [118] benchmark suits. Workloads from the PARSEC [14] and SPLASH2 [118] benchmark suits which generate a higher number of the last level cache misses
(private L2 cache in our case) are used for the performance evaluation. We run the
multi-threaded workloads with simlarge input for 108 instruction count.
In this work, we have assumed that queuing delay has less effects on system
performance as compared to the latency delay due to the interconnects (on-chip and
off-chip). Moreover, the same is supported by the summary Table 7.4 for the used
benchmarks, which shows that all the used benchmarks have low miss per kilo instruction (MPKI) at the last level cache, which gets translated to low injection rate
at the routers of the CMP system. Therefore, we did not model the “queuing delay”
for the optical interconnects at the junction points of the electrical and optical interconnects. Furthermore, the used Sniper simulator considers and models the effects of
the “queuing delay” at the electrical 2D-mesh network. Also, our results presented in
this work are produced using the simulator, which considers and models the effects
of the queuing delay for the electrical 2D-mesh network.

7.5

Results

The 3D-stacked DRAM in our considered CMP does not allow the storage of multiple
copies of the virtual pages for the remote accesses and hence avoids the overhead
associated with the coherence maintenance. Run-time self-adaptive virtual page to
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Table 7.3: System configuration parameters.
Parameters
Number of tiles
Number of cores per tile
Core frequency
Number of threads per core
Overall 3D-stacked DRAM
DRAM directory type
Electrical link bandwidth
Electrical link latency
Optical link bandwidth
Optical link latency
3D-stacked DRAM access latency
(including negligible TSV traversal delay)
DRAM frequency (for on-chip and off-chip both)
Size of Processor load-store Queue
Cache replacement policy
DRAM directory type
Off-chip DRAM access latency
(including long off-chip wire traversal delay,
and used only for the “BC”)
Network Contention considered
Value for CorT hr

Values
64
1
2.6GHz
1
4GB, 1GB per DC
Full map
16 (bits/cycle)
10 (cycle/per hop)
256 (bits/cycle)
4 cycles maximum
40 cycles
800MHz
8
LRU
Full map
400 cycles
No
100

Table 7.4: Summary of the benchmarks characteristics
Benchmarks

Application Domain

ferret
x264
barnes
fmm

Similarity search
Media processing
N-body method
Fast multipole method

Average MPKI at L2
64KB 128KB 256KB
7.07
6.08
4.94
18.89 11.78
3.96
3.55
1.14
0.69
1.17
0.83
0.73

Cache
512KB
4.09
2.72
0.54
0.60

memory slice mapping improves the performance by placing the highly demanded
remote virtual pages of a core to its nearest DRAM memory slice. Further, the use
of efficient optical interconnects and routing technique reduces the on-chip distance
significantly between two distant NOC-tiles (or core vertices), which in turn optimizes
the communication cost and access latency. Also, network traffic generated due to
the page migration between the DRAM slices is tackled by the optical interconnects
as all the page migrations use the optical interconnects only. Whereas, based on
the routing mechanism, other message packets may also route through the optical
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interconnects.
To perform our proposed trade-off analysis, we have used different architectural
cases of the interconnection network and placement of the DRAM memory (off-chip
and 3D-stacked on-chip) along with the self-adaptive run-time page mapping. These
cases are given as follows.
1. BC: (base-case for this work) A CMP system with off-chip DRAM memory
and without a hybrid network is considered for this case. The run-time selfadaptive page mapping is not used for this case. We have used the one-hop
electrical distance between off-chip DRAM slices and processor layer specific
router. Also, for this case, we have considered 400 cycles as the access latency
of the off-chip DRAM memory.
2. STKDRAM: In this case, a CMP system with 3D-stacked on-chip DRAM
memory and without a hybrid network is considered. The run-time self-adaptive
page mapping is not used in this case.
3. STKDRAM+RSAPM: In this case, we have considered a CMP system with
the 3D-stacked on-chip DRAM memory and without hybrid interconnection
network. We have used the run-time self-adaptive page mapping in this case.
4. STKDRAM+HNOC: A CMP system with the 3D-stacked on-chip DRAM
memory along with the hybrid interconnection network is considered for this
case. In this case, we have not used the self-adaptive run-time page mapping.
5. STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC: In this case, a CMP system with the 3Dstacked on-chip DRAM memory along with the use of the hybrid network is
considered. Also, we have used the run-time self-adaptive page mapping for
this case.
Figure 7.3 shows the overall communication cost (in the number of memory access
× hop count) associated with the barnes, ferret, x264 and fmm benchmarks for the

different values of the L2 cache size per core to estimate the power consumption of the
network-on-chip (NOC). Similarly, Figure 7.4 shows the instruction-per-cycle (IPC)
associated with the barnes, ferret, x264, and fmm benchmarks. We have considered,
different combinations of the interconnection network (only electrical or hybrid), page
mapping technique, and placement of the DRAM memory (3D-stacked based on-chip
or off-chip) for the result evaluation.
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Figure 7.3: On-chip communication cost (in number of memory access×hop cont)
of the CMP system.
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Figure 7.4: Instruction per cycle (IPC) of the CMP system
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Given a fixed die size, a CMP can have a higher number of cores if the size of
the L2 cache per core is reduced from a larger value to a lower value. For example,
considering a fixed die size of 240mm2 , if the size of the L2 cache per core is reduced
from 256KB to 128KB then as per Table 7.2, a CMP can have 10, 26, 50 and, 69
additional cores for big, medium, small and tiny size cores respectively.
Figure 7.3(a), 7.3(b), 7.3(c) and 7.3(d) shows that while increasing the L2 cache
size per core the communication cost value of “BC” reduces. Also, if the size of the
L2 cache per core is reduced from a larger value to a smaller one, then the communication cost value of the “BC” increases. For an example in Figure 7.3(a), the
communication cost value of “BC” at 256KB L2 cache size per core is 6.30×106 , and
it increases to 7.15×106 when the L2 cache size is decreased to 128KB. However, if we
use “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC”, “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM” and
“STKDRAM+HNOC” cases then this increased communication cost value of “BC”
(7.15×106 at 128KB L2 cache per core) reduced to 3.26×106 , 5.77×106 , 5.09×106
and 3.48×106 respectively.
Figure 7.3 shows that cases “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC”, “STKDRAM”,
“STKDRAM+RSAPM” and “STKDRAM+HNOC” reduces the communication cost
by an average of 51.87%, 15.42%, 28.33%, and 48.97% respectively as compared to
the communication cost value of base-case (“BC”). “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC”
case uses the benefits of hybrid interconnects as well as self-adaptive page mapping
and shows the highest reduction by an average of 51.87% and maximum of 54.86%.
(for ferret benchmark) from the communication cost value of “BC” for the 128KB
size of the L2 cache per core.
Also, “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” shows an average of 36.45%, 23.54% and
2.9% more reduction in the value of “BC” (for the 128KB size of the L2 cache
per core) as compared to the “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM” and “STKDRAM+HNOC” respectively. Similarly, the case “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC”
takes the benefits of the hybrid interconnects along with the self-adaptive page mapping and reduces the increased value of the communication cost incurred due to the
smaller size L2 cache per core.
Interestingly, for any particular L2 cache size (say 128KB or any other considered
L2 cache size) and without reducing the L2 cache size per core, from Figure 7.3(a),
7.3(b), 7.3(c) and 7.3(d) we can see that “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” reduces the
communication cost value of “BC” by an average of 50.69%. Whereas, “STKDRAM”,
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“STKDRAM+RSAPM” and “STKDRAM+HNOC” reduces the communication cost
value of “BC” by an average of 16.58%, 28.35% and 47.70% respectively.
Figure 7.4(a), 7.4(b), 7.4(c), and 7.4(d) shows that IPC value is very small
for “BC”. Also, if the L2 cache size per core is reduced from a larger value to a
smaller, then the IPC value of the “BC” reduces to further smaller values. IPC
values of the “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM”, “STKDRAM+HNOC”, and
“STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” cases also reduces as compared to their higher IPC
values associated with the larger L2 cache size per core. Figure 7.4, shows that
the IPC value of the “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM”, “STKDRAM+HNOC”,
and “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” cases perform better as compared to the IPC
value of the “BC” by an average of 145%, 160% 185.45%, and 187.27% respectively.
For an example in Figure 7.4(a), the IPC value of “BC”, “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM”, “STKDRAM+HNOC”, and “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” at
128KB L2 cache size per core is 0.59, 1.45, 1.48, 1.62, and 1.63 respectively. Whereas,
at 32 KB L2 cache size per core, the IPC value of “BC”, “STKDRAM”, “STKDRAM+RSAPM”, “STKDRAM+HNOC”, and “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” is
0.39, 1.18, 1.25, 1.42, and 1.44 respectively. Therefore, we can see that “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” at 32 KB L2 cache size per core performs almost similar to the “STKDRAM” case and better than “BC” case at the 128KB L2 cache
size per core. So, for the fixed die size and to increase the core count, “STKDRAM+RSAPM+HNOC” improves the chip multiprocessor performance even after
the reduction in the cache size per core.
Therefore, based on the result and design specifications, consider conf ig(a): associated with a 64-core CMP system having 1 GB 3D-stacked DRAM (overall 4GB),
4 optical interconnect based hybrid NOC, and 64KB L2 cache per core along with
the page mapping technique, and conf ig(b): associated with a 64-core CMP system
having overall 4GB off-chip DRAM, only 2D-mesh based NOC, and 128KB L2 cache
per core, we can say that conf ig(a) performs better than conf ig(b).

7.6
7.6.1

Performance and Area Overheads
Performance Overheads

In almost all the contemporary CMPs, the standard size of the message (or packet)
for network-on-chip (NOC) is 64 bytes; therefore, 64 packets are needed to transfer
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Table 7.5: Example: Total number of L2 cache misses and page migrations.
Benchmarks
barnes
ferret
fmm
x264

# L2 Misses
1.03 × 106
1.80 × 106
1.22 × 106
6.87 × 105

# Migrations
3.70 × 104
3.51 × 103
8.65 × 103
2.78 × 103

Migration %
3.59%
0.19%
0.70%
0.40%

a 4KB page. Moreover, the maximum page migration cost associated with each page
is 64 times the maximum distance between the source memory slice and destination
memory slices. Insertion of high bandwidth, low latency optical interconnects between memory slices reduce the page migration time significantly. Also, there is no
latency overhead as the page migration happens in parallel with the regular application execution.
Table 7.5 shows the percentage of the overall number of page migrations calculated with respect to the total number of L2 cache misses (for L2 cache size=128KB).
It shows that migration due to run-time adaptive page mapping incurs on an average
1.22% overhead as compared to the total number of L2 cache misses. Moreover, for
simplicity and due to the two order smaller number of page migrations as compared
to the total L2 cache misses (as shown in Table 7.5), we have not considered the
network contention due to the page migrations.

7.6.2

Area Overhead

For a 4GB (Gsize = 4GB) DRAM memory with 4KB page size and having 4 (M =
4) DRAM slices, there are
4GB
4KB

4GB
4KB

number of physical pages. Therefore, we require

× 2 × 4 number of 16 bit counters, (M + 1) comparisons, M additions, and

M subtractions for all the DRAM memory pages. For 4 (M = 4) DRAM slices,

the modified DC incurs a hardware overhead of 4 adders and comparators. Also,
for migration list M ig , we need an overall of

4GB
4KB

bit or 128KB of memory space.

4GB
Similarly, location array Loc[V P ] needs an overall of 2× 4KB
bit or 256KB of memory

space (2-bit to represent four DRAM slices).

Therefore, to implement run-time page mapping, profiling counters along with
the location array Loc and migration list M ig needs 16MB + 256KB + 128KB memory space associated with the overall 4GB of DRAM memory. Whereas, 4GB DRAM
memory as cache, needs 256MB space to maintain the coherence directory for the 64byte cache block size (26 bits for block identification ( 4GB
64B =
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232
26

= 226 cache blocks),
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HYBRID NOC
2 bits to maintain coherence and 2 bits for DRAM slices per cache block) [30, 32, 36].
Therefore, the area overhead of the DRAM as a cache is more.
Also, for 8×8 CMP system having four ONIs, V IA table incurs 3-bits of memory
to represent each intermediate nodes (as the number of ONIs are four and we also
need to represent the -1 (NULL) value). Therefore, overall V IA table incurs an
overhead of 64×(6 bit for destination+3 bit for first intermediate node+3 bit for
second intermediate node) bits at each router.

7.7

Summary

In this work, we have analyzed the trade-off between the CMP performance (IPC
and communication cost due to the memory page access) and cache size per core (L2
cache in our case). We found that for a fixed CMP die size, to increase the core count
of the CMP reducing the cache size per core (L2 cache or LLC in our case) increases
the on-chip communication cost and decreases the system IPC. However, the CMP
performance degradation due to the smaller cache per core can be enhanced with
the use of an efficient hybrid interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory,
and an efficient application mapping. Also, the hybrid interconnection network and
3D-stacked DRAM memory fulfill the need of the CMP with the higher core count.
We found that cache size per core can be reduced up to a certain extent while
using the efficient hybrid interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and
a run-time self-adaptive application mapping. Also, for a given cache size per core
(when not reducing the cache size), the use of the efficient hybrid interconnection
network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and application mapping increases the system
IPC and decreases the on-chip communication cost significantly.
In this thesis, we have assumed that queuing delay is having negligible effects
on system performance as compared to the latency delay due to the interconnects
(on-chip and off-chip). Moreover, the same is supported by the benchmark summary
Table 7.5 for the used benchmarks, which shows a low injection rate (< 20). Therefore, we did not model the queuing delay at the junction points (of the electrical and
optical interconnects). The used Sniper simulator considers (models) the effects of
the “queuing delay” at the electrical 2D-mesh network. Our results presented in this
thesis are produced using the simulator, which considers and models the effects of
the queuing delay for the electrical 2D-mesh network. Also, as the research related to
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the self-adaptive run-time page mapping considering the 3D-stacked memory-based
CMPs with/without hybrid interconnect is in a nascent stage. Therefore, as a foundational and preliminary work, we have modeled the access latencies without considering
the queuing delays.
Further, considering the “queuing delay” at the time of latency modeling (in
Section 7.2) at the junction points of the electrical and optical interconnects is an
essential future work of this Chapter for the high injection rate (MPKI) applications.
As application having a high injection rate (MPKI) may create queuing delays and
may not be ignored while modeling the latency equations. Also, analyzing the effect
of different core size on to the CMP system performance is an important future work
that needs to be explored, as the higher number of cores may decrease the Tcal value
for the highly parallel applications that in turn may reduce the system IPC.
�������
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8
Conclusions and Future Perspectives
In the multi-core era, technology advancement has led the developments of the
chips that can have up to hundreds of cores on a single chip [12, 107]. The number
of cores on a single chip is also expected to go beyond hundred to satisfy the growing
need of the current as well as future applications [17, 7]. However, there are several
architectural constraints and resource management techniques that limit the benefits
of the increasing core count. Researchers have found that bandwidth limitations
of the off-chip memory and on-chip interconnects are the primary constraints that
severely restricts the CMP core count and thereby performance benefits [100, 50, 7].
Researchers have proposed many high bandwidth 3D-stacked memories such as
DRAM memory and non-volatile memories (NVMs) (including phase-change memory
(PCM), magnetic random access memories (MRAM), etc.), to address the memory
bandwidth and performance demands of the current as well as future CMP systems
[69, 55, 30, 126]. Moreover, NOC has emerged as a viable alternative to fulfill the
present and future demand of the modular and scalable interconnection network [13].
Recently, researchers have started exploring many efficient on-chip interconnection
networks, including optical and wireless NOC, to satisfy the growing need of the
CMP systems [35, 123, 61].
Assimilating the past and the needs of the present as well as future CMP systems,
the contributions made in this thesis addresses the importance and challenges related
to the 3D-stacked memory and network interconnect architectures that have been
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proposed for the current as well as future CMP systems. This chapter presents a
summary of the contributions made in this thesis. This chapter concludes with the
avenues for future research and directions of the extension.

8.1

Summary of Thesis

This thesis aims to introduce the methods of application mapping considering the
current as well as future generation CMP system architectural variations. It is envisaged that the contributions made in this thesis can be appropriately applied to the
future CMP systems where state-of-art methods may seize to apply.
With a bottom-up approach, the first contribution (Chapter 4) laid a foundation
of the application mapping, and the conclusions arrived from this are used in the
next contributions of this thesis. In the first contribution, a static profile based
multi-threaded application mapping (using different types of thread to the core and
virtual page to DRAM slice mapping) has been performed for the 3D-stacked DRAM
memory based target CMP. Experiments show that the overall on-chip communication
cost reduction due to the page mapping is significantly higher as compared to the
reduction due to the thread mapping. Moreover, virtual page to DRAM slice mapping
and thread to core mapping reduces overall on-chip communication cost up to 86%
(average 56%) and 26% (average 12%) respectively.
The conclusion of the first contribution (virtual page mapping is more effective
as compared to the thread mapping) along with the facts (a) thread migration is a
costlier operation and (b) most of the application shows phase-wise behavior at the
run-time, prompted us to propose a self-adaptive run-time page mapping technique in
the second contribution (Chapter 5) of this thesis. Further, in the second contribution
(Chapter 5), we have performed the comparison between proposed method along with
an improvement ( addition of SRAM mapping buffer) and a recent state of work (as
proposed in [30]). Our experimental result shows that the proposed method can
be an alternative way to use the 3D-stacked DRAM memory for current as well
as future CMP systems. The proposed self-adaptive run-time page mapping alone
shows the communication cost reduction up to a maximum of 80% and an average of
about 40% as compared to the base case method. Further, our self-adaptive run-time
page mapping together with the SRAM mapping buffer outperforms the base-case
by an average of 48% in terms of overall execution time. Also, most importantly,
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the adaptive run-time mapping with the SRAM mapping buffer shows a performance
improvement by an average of 40% (in terms of overall execution time) when compared
to 3D-stacked DRAM used as a coherent cache with temporal SRAM buffer, a stateof-art work proposed by [30].
As the future, CMPs (where the number of cores is expected to increase) needs
much larger memory bandwidth for the better performance, and research has shown
that increasing the DRAM memory size incurs much DRAM refresh related power
consumption [79]. Therefore, for the future CMPs, 3D-stacked DRAM-PCM hybrid
memory is proposed as a viable alternative of the 3D-stacked DRAM memory and
under exploration. Consequently, in third contribution (Chapter 6) of this thesis,
we have considered a 3D-stacked hybrid DRAM-PCM memory based target CMP
system and to take advantage of the large capacity 3D-stacked hybrid memory as
well as to minimize the DRAM refresh operations (its associated power consumption
overhead) and remote memory accesses overheads, we performed a simple DRAM
access-aware page placement technique between DRAM and PCM of the hybrid memory slice. Further, our method uses the DRAM row access information and performs
an access-aware self-adaptive page mapping for the optimized page placement between the different hybrid memory modules of the 3D-stacked hybrid memory. In
this way, our method provides an alternative and efficient way to use 3D-stacked
hybrid DRAM-PCM memory for the future generation CMP system. Our proposed
approach performs similar or better in terms of the execution time as compared to
the base case. However, the proposed technique (in Chapter 6) reduces the energy
consumption due to the DRAM refresh by an average of 51% as compared to the base
case.
The fourth and final contribution of this thesis (Chapter 7) performs the trade-off
analysis between the performance and cache size of the CMP system while utilizing
the benefits of the high-end optical interconnects, 3D-stacked DRAM memory and
a self-adaptive run-time page mapping. The study has shown that for a fixed-size
die, increasing the number of cores on a chip reduces the on-chip caches per core [7].
However, on-chip caches are one of the vital parameters to get better performance, and
a shortage of caches may degrade the system performance. In this final contribution
(Chapter 7), we found that for a fixed CMP die size, reducing the cache size per core
(L2 cache or LLC in our case) increases the on-chip communication cost and decreases
the system IPC. However, the CMP performance degradation due to the smaller cache
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per core can be enhanced with the use of an efficient hybrid interconnection network (a
combination of electrical and optical interconnects), 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and
our self-adaptive run-time page mapping. Also, the hybrid interconnection network
and 3D-stacked DRAM memory fulfill the need of the future CMP systems.
Our result analysis in fourth contribution (Chapter 7) has shown that cache
size per core can be reduced up to a certain extent while using the efficient hybrid
interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM memory, and a run-time self-adaptive
application mapping. Also, for a given cache size per core (when not reducing the
cache size), the use of the efficient hybrid interconnection network, 3D-stacked DRAM
memory, and application mapping increases the system IPC and decreases the on-chip
communication cost significantly.

8.2

Future Research Avenues

The contributions made in the chapters of this thesis provide ample scope and several
clear directions for future research. Though the application mapping (mainly due to
the page mapping), the second contribution of this thesis is still in its nascent form for
the modern CMP systems having larger core count, it has a strong potential to use
the modern architectural designs (such as 3D-stacked memories and high-end NOCs)
in an alternative and efficient way. One immediate upgrade to the self-adaptive runtime page mapping could be the use of any machine learning approach to decide the
CorT hr value (which is the deciding parameter for the number of page migration) at

the run-time, instead of a fixed CorT hr value.
To perform the self-adaptive run-time page mapping, we need overall of 16MB
memory space for the profiling counters, which is very less if we compare with the
storage overhead associated with the 256MB coherence directory for the 4GB 3Dstacked DRAM as a cache with 64-byte cache block size (as explained in [32, 36]).
However, this 16MB space associated with the profiling counters is still huge in itself.
Therefore, another dimension of future work can be to reduce the considerable amount
of the counter space by adopting further efficient counter design such as given by Zhao
et al. in [128]. Moreover, as a new dimension, we can further reduce the amount of
counter space by adopting a new mapping technique that selects only highly active
pages (applying a filter on the active pages).
In this thesis, we have used page access behavior of the threads to perform the
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efficient phase-wise mapping. However, we may use many other profile information
to perform the thread/page mapping, which may lead to other future dimensions of
this thesis.
Also, for the dynamic run-time mapping, we may use the combination of thread
and page mapping techniques, where any recent less overhead based thread to core
mapping technique can be used [120].
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